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MOTHERS
DAY

A

.

Proclamation

by

the

Gov-

ernor.
In 1910 a number of states in
the Union for the first time set
aside a day in honor of Mothers. The idea has since grown
and there is today among the
best element of the population
a universal call for this public
tribute to mothers. No custom
of a higher sentimental value
to a community can be fostered.
Good mothers are the greatest
and surest factors in the moral
upbuilding and permanent welfare of a people. It is therefore proper that we establish
some custom whereby we may
give expression to the love, esteem and veneration that every
highminded man and woman
must necessarily feel for a
worthy mother;
Therefore, I, William C. McDonald, Governor of the State
of New Mexico, do hereby designate Sunday, May the 12th,
1912, as Mothers Day, and respectfully suggest that citizens
of Ne wMexico on that day pay
a special tribute of gratitude to
Mothers; that white carnations
be worn in. their honor and
memory. If living bestow upon
her some act of devotion; if she
has passed away, recall what
she suffered and sacrificed for
your welfare.
Done at the Executive Office
this the 3rd Day of May, A. D.,
1912.

Witness my hand and the
Great Seal of the State of
"WILLIAM C. MeDOXALD,

Attest:

ANTONIO LUCERO,

Secretary

of

State.

The State Supreme Court
this afternoon handed down
eight written opinions. Chief
Justice Roberts and Associate
Justices Hanna and Parker
were on the bench. Supreme
Court Clerk Jose D. Sena and
Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy were present.

XXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Case No. 1466,
National
First
Bank of Elida, Appellee, vs. The Hartford Fire Insurance Company, appellant, was continued to September

term.

Case No. 1450. The Jacquez Ditch
Company, appellants, vs. Leonor Garcia, et al. appellees, from San Juan
county, was reversed and remanded.
Case No. 1453. First National Exchange Bank of Sandusky et al, appellees, vs. D. B. Smith and Gertrude W.
Smith, appellants, was reversed and
remanded.
The following cases were affirmed1:
No. 1454, Charles F. Fowler, appellee, v. Continental Casualty Company,

v'By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican)
Athens,
Ohio, May 6 President

Taft entered his third primary fight
today with Ohio's forty-eigdelegates
to the national Republican convention
to be elected on May 21 as the prize.
Mr. Taft will make speeches in several
southern Ohio towns.
Taft Attacks Brown.
Athens, Ohio, May 6 President Taft

in his speech here, accused Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt of consorting with
Ohio's "only Boss" Walter Brown. The
President attacked Brown, who es
chairman of the Republican state central committee of Ohio, is the acknowledged leader of the Roosevelt forces
in the state, in his first speech of the
day at Nelsonville.
Leaders and Bosses.
"Mr. Roosevelt says I am in favor
of an aristocracy of the bosses," said
the President. "Now if you go to work
counting bosses, you will find just as
many on his side as on mine, only
when a man is on his side he becomes
a political leader, and when he is on
my side, he is a boss.
After More Power.
"You have Walter Brown in this
state. He is the only active boss in
commission in Ohio and he is hustling
around to get Roosevelt elected with
a view of enlarging his power."
Asks for Simple Justice.
Nelsonville, Ohio, May 6 In his
speech today, here the President explained why he came to Ohio. "I am
not asking a favor because lama son
of Ohio, but I ask for simple justice,"
he said.
Mr. Taft again attacked Colonel
Roosevelt and said he had been forced
against his will to enter the present
campaign by Mr. Roosevelt's misrepre

sentations.

Rooseveltian Inconsistencies.
Mr.
Roosevelt
he
said
wouldn't accept the nomination, then
he said he wouldn't be a candidate.
Now he is a candidate, a candidate
for sure," said Mr. Taft, "but he was
not contented with an ordinary campaign, He found it necessary to at
tack my administration and me per
sonally.
"The less I said, the more he said,
and he attacked me with unfounded
charges in every way. I waited a
month, and then, because of the cause
I represent, I decided to reply to him.
I had to fight and I am here to do it."
Child Labor Bill Among Achievements.
Mr. Taft gave a short review of the
achievements of his administration,
pointing to the railroad bill, the pos
tal savings bank bill, the mine bureau
bill, the child labor bill, and others,
which he declared showed as much
true progressiveness as any legisla
tion enacted since the civil war.
Admits He Made Mistakes.
"So far as I am aware," said the
President, "I have done nothing In office for which I can justly be con
demned. I have not been perfect and
I have made mistakes, but I have been
striving to carry out the pledges of the
Republican party."

'First,

appellant.

v.
(No. 1424, Territory, appellecf,
Jose Casimiro Montoya, appellant.
No. 1390, Department
Store Co.,
plaintiff in error, v.
Hat Co., defendant in error.
No. 1441, J. G. Daley, et al., v. G. E.
Fitzgerald, et al.
Case No. 1433, Territory, appellee, v.
Richard C. Graves, appellant, was reset for May 15. No. 1469. The Western College, appellee, v. J. W. Turk-nett- ,
was reset for May 20. Case No.

GOVERNOR

AT

g

1440, T. W. Andrews, plaintiff in error,
v. Frank T. French) et al., defend-

LAS VEGAS
He Is
as to
Pending Prizefight
Non-Committ-

al

Legislation

ants in error, was continued to the BUT GIVES PERSONAL VIEWS
short session.
Murderer Lodged In Penitentiary.
Sheriff Patricio Sanchez of Mora, What Will Be Best for the State,
accompanied by his deputy, Manuel y
Montoya, today lodged Abel Flores in
the penitentiary for the murder of
Lucas Vigil near Roy. Vigil had disappeared and for a long time no trace
was found of him, until accidentally
his body was discovered in a well. The
murder was caused by Jealousy over
a woman who was the wife of neither.
Oil Company Files Charter.
The Mesa Seven Lakes Oil and Development Company of-- Mesa City,
Maricopa county, Arizona, this morning filed its charter with the state
corporation commission. The Arizona
company wishes to establish an office
at Callup, McKinley county, under the
charge of L. G. Shanklin. The company asserts in the application that it
Is capitalized at $20,000. $12,000 worth
of the stock has been issued and paid
up. Kimball Pomeroy Is the president
of the concern which intends to conduct a general oil development and

sales business.

Rio Grande Is High.
Last week's gauge sheet of the Barrett and Lawrence automatic gauge
placed on the Rio Grande at Buckman
and maintained by .the office of state
engineer for the purpose of collecting
records on the flow of the Rio Grande
at that place has been received from
(Continued

on Page 8.)

Will Be Deciding Factor
With Him- -

"My personal attitude toward prize
fighting has not changed one iota,"

said Governor W. C. McDonald upon
his return from Las Vegas where on
Saturday he met and conferred with a
number of prominent citizens of the
Meadow City concerning the Johnson-Flynfight.
The governor's
attitude
toward
prize fighting was given out in an interview some weeks ago and appeared
in the New Mexican. At that time
the governor stated that he would use
every endeavor to stop the proposed
battle making use of any laws that
might be enforced to that end. "It
still goes," Governor McDonald said.
"To the ministers and others who
have severely condemned those who
..ire promoting the fight for Las
Vegas," the governor added, "I frankly pointed out the error of assuming
that all the citizens in favor of the
fight were hopelessly bad. I further
advised that, they appeal to the people of the state from another and
more .reasonable
To
standpoint.
neither of the factions interested did
I say what my attitude would
be
toward legislation now pending.
"I have never read in full the bill
n

(By SDecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Orleans, La., May C. Four
trainmen and six passengers were killed and a number of passengers were
hurt when the first section of a special train carrying Confederate veterans from Texas to the reunion at Macon, Ga., was wrecked on the New Orleans and Northeastern railroad near
Hattiesburg, Miss., today. The engine
and five coaches were derailed and
turned over.
The dead passengers are supposed
to be Confederate veterans.
Engineer W. A. Woods and his negro
fireman were killed. Two other employes of the road who were riding on
the engine were killed.
The train was running "0 miles an
hour when the engine left the track,
carrying with it a day coach, chair
car, and three tourist sleepers. Two
of the sleepers went through a trestle.
Death List is Growing.
Hattiesburg. Miss., May 6. fix or
more passengers and four trainmen
were killed, and at least 20 passengers
were hurt, when the first section of
the Texas Confederate reunion
special train enroute to Macon, Ga., was
wrecked at Gunnis Mill on the New
Orleans and Northeastern railroad,
six miles north of Hattiesburg today.
Five bodies were brought to Hattiesburg and five or six other bodies were
reported under the wreckage.
The engine, baggage car, the day
coach and three tourist sleepers left
the track, and rolled down an embankment.
The six remaining coaches were quickly transformed into a
morgue and hospital, and as soon as
an engine reached the scene the dead
and injured were brought here. The
injured, some of whom are believed to
be fatally hurt, filled two local hospitals.
More Hurt.
Sixteen Killed, Twenty-siAtlanta, Ga., May 6. According to
dispatches received by the Journal,
ten passengers and six trainmen were
killed and twenty-sipassengers injured in the wreck of the Confederate
veterans' special traiii, near Hattiesburg, Miss. Three passengers besides
the reported dead are missing.
Hattiesburg, Miss., May 6. The
known dead are: Mrs. Charles Holmes,
Bay Springs, Texas; Mrs. James Cameron, Henderson, Texas; James Downing, Atlanta, president of Downing Locomotive Draft Company.
Two unidentified girls, aged 3 and 5,
(parents thought to be under wreck.)
Engineer "Billy" Wood, Hattiesburg. Fireman C. C. Jones, (colored),
Meridian.
Dr. Boone, Mr. Denham, and one other man from Mansfield, La., are missing. Five bodies are positively known
to be under the wreckage.
Mr. Downing was riding on the engine. Doctors and nurses reached the
wreck within half an hour after the
first news reached here. Living comrades of the dead and injured veterans had not forgotten
the lessons
learned on the battlefield, and their
attention to the dead, and ministrations to the wounded were prompt.
With the help of the members of the
train crew, the passengers soon had
all of the injured removed to the cars
that stood on the track and had gathered the corpses of as many of the
dead as it was possible to reach before a wrecking derrick arrived to lift
the debris from those pinioned beneath it. The list of injured numbers
forty.
Four Bodies Removed.
Hattiesburg, May 6. Four bodies
were removed from the wreck, after
the relief train carrying five corpses
and the injured left the scene for Hattiesburg. More bodies can be seen
under the wreckage.
x

x

Committed to Asylum Two commitments were signed by Judge Abbott
this morning committing to the asylum for the insane at Las Vegas William Broome and Jesusita Padilla both
of Santa Fe.
before the legislature and as I do not
know tn what form it will be when It
comes to me if It does come, I will
not consent upon It at this time. It
is quite evident that the promoters at
Las Vegas believe that the fight will
be held, that it will be of financial
benefit to the city and will do no
lasting harm to the state.
"I did not go to Las Vegas to discuss the prize fight proposition," although it did come up in the course
of my visit there. The citizens of the
city met me at the train and welcomed me and I was pleased to meet
them. They have not asked me
whether I would or would not veto a
bill to regulate boxing contests. It
certainly would not be becoming in
me to comment on proposed legislation. The matter Is wholly In the
bands of the legislature at present.
My viewpoint Is the good of the state,
which may or may not differ from my
own personal Ideas of prize fighting."
The governor predicted that it
would- not be long before the people
Oi Las Vegas would
express themselves definitely in the matter.
.
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Four O'clock.

Washington, D. C. May 6. Opponents of the workmen's compensation
bill resumed their bombardment
of
that measure in the Senate today.
Many protests from railroad organizations were presented by Senators
Smith of Georgia, Culberson of Texas,
Myers of Montana and other senators.
It was evident that they were prepared to continue the fight until 4 o'clock
the time fixed for voting on the bill.

SWEPT FROM
HOUSE TOPS
Entire Families Perish in
Murky Flood Waters
of Mississippi
TQWNAFTEBTOWN SUBIVSERGEO

Fifty People Marooned in One
House That Wag Carried
Away uy Current.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

New Roads, La. May 6.Flood refugees reaching here early today declare there has been loss of life in
that part of Louisiana inundated by
the Mississippi river, which rushed
through the breach in the levee at
Torras.
It is said that motor boats sent to
take numerous persons from floating
house tops arrived too late.
How
many persons perished cannot be determined.
Refugees to the concen
tration camps are' hurried hither and
families
are
thither.
Sometimes,
separated and persons have been reported "missing" who simply have
been sent from one camp to another.
Swept From House Tops.
Nevertheless, large numbers of the
refugees claim they have seen entire
families swept from '.ouse tops. Leaders of the rescue corps admit that several times they have sent motor boats
to points where families had taken
refuge on the roof of a house and that
when the boat arrived its crew found
only the building, buffeted about by
currents, and half its roof surface submerged. Appeals for help reached,
here last night from Lettsworth,
in the path of the Torras torrent. Half a hundred
people were
reported to be !n imminent danger of
drowning.
Town After Town Submerged.
The house in which they had taken shelter had been dislodged from
its foundation and was being tossed
about in the current.
There are at least 1,000 persons
who remain to be rescued from the
country west of Lettsworth
and Batchelor.
Some of them are drifting about on
hastily constructed rafts. The crevasse
water is spreading at a rapid rate,
inundating sections of Pointe Coupee
Parish, which never before have been
Town after
reached by overflow.
town is being swept by tin muddy

dir-ec'l- y

.Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

(By Special leased Wire to Mow Mexican)
Baltimore, Md., May (i The Marv- land primary election today will deter.
mine whether President Taft or Theodore Roosevelt will capture the state's
sixteen votes at the Republican national convention, hut owing to a peculiarity of the Maryland law there is
a possibility that the complexion
of
the delegation to the Democratic convention will not be determined until
the state convention.
Under the new law, the candidate
that wins a majority of the 121) delegates chosen for the state convention
will get all the national, delegates also.
Since there are but two candidates for
the Republican presidential preference
the division of the state delegates
must result in a majority for one or
the other.
Democratic Situation Clouded.
Uncertainty may cloud the Democratic situation, because there are
three candidates in the field, Speaker
and
Champ Clark, .ludsnn Harmon
Governor Woodrow Wilson.
If none
of the three Democratic candidates receives a majority of the state delegates, the contest for national delegates may be fought out at the state
convention. On the first state conven-- j
tion ballot, the delegates instructed'
today for each of the three candidates
will be bound
to give them their
votes, but if this ballot fails to result
in a choice, no one ventures to say
what will happen. The belief is expressed that the candidates with the
smallest number of votes will release
his delegates who thus will, be free to
vote for either of the candidates in
the race.
Heavy Vote Polled.
The voters came out in a way that
supported the predictions of intense
interest. Wilson leaders sent dis- r.ntchps tn thp enmitrv districts an
nouncing that the New Jersey governor would carry Texas and that the
result in that state would affect the
primaries here. They are urging voters not only to give him their personal preference, bat to vote for delegates to the state convention known
to favor Wilson's candidacy.
Harmon and Clark in Cahoots.
Statements published today declare
that a vote for Governor Harmon is
practically a vote for Speaker Clark.
The Harmon organization has designated no state delegates and the Wilson people fear that, unless their candidate wins a clear majority of delegates at the primaries through the
popular preference vote, the delegates
instructed for Clark and Harmon will
combine against him. The state organchildren.
Band Goes With Orozco.
ization, which is backing Clark, has
Jimenez, Chih., May 6. Tn the re- a complete list of delegates on the balgion about Pedernal, the rebel forces lots in nearly every county and legisare awaiting orders from their comm- lative district.
ander-in-chief
Both the Taft and Roosevelt organito advance.
General
Orozco will leave Jimenez today for zations also have practically complete
the field in order to direct operations. lists of delegates on the tickets and
Jimenez is defended by a force in the whichever wins can count uion delegarrison. Even the band, remnant of gations in both the state and national
the old rurales organization at Chihua- conventions bound to its candidate by
hua, will accompany the general and personal allegiance as well as the prefhis staff to the front. Where Orozco erence instructions.
will make his first stop has not been
announced, but it is said his headquarters tonight will be near Yermo, just
north of Conejos. His latest reports
from the south told of no activity on
the part of the federals who yet appear
to be awaiting attack.
Nothing Is known here Qf any fighting on the part of General Salazar at
Cuatro Cinegas, where he was reported
defeated Friday by the federals. Rebel Two Topics That Cause Strenofficials say he was not advancing in
uous Discussion Among
that direction, but towards Torreon.
Methodists
Chinese Refugees to Be Admitted.
Washington, D. C, May G. The Department of Commerce and Labor later authorized the admission of the CATHOLIC RESOLUTION SECRET
Chinese to Eagle Pass under the supervision of the government.
They

Washington, D. C, May C Several
hundred Chinese, fleeing from the disturbed zone in the-- slate of C'oahuila.
Mexico, are appealing to the United
States government for a temporary
asylum in this country.
Terror-strickeby the memory of
the Chinese massacre of the last revo
lution, the Chinese are pouring into
Piedras
opposite Eagle Pass.
Texas. Their urgent request for permission to cross the border line reached Washington today.
The appeals were transmitted by
Collector of Customs Dow at. Eagle
Fans, Texas, to the Secretary of the
Treasury. As an immigration problem is involved, Secretary MaeVeagti
will consult with Secretary Nagel of
Commerce and Labor.
Fight Expected at Monclova.
The Mexican federal forces, according to advices from American agents,
have been defeated by Orozco's army
at Cuat.ro Cienegas, in Coahttila. The
federals
to
retreated
apparently
Monclova where another light is expected.
Euford at Mazatlan.
Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mex., via Nogales,
Ariz., May fi. The transport Buford
arrived at Mazatlan today direct from
San Diego, California. The transport
passed the Yorktown at sea. merely
exchanging greetings. The Buford will
leave for Topolobampo and Altata this
afternoon, returning and taking Americans from Mazatlan on Tuesday.
Americans Safe at Mazatlan.
Washington, D. C, May 0. The
state department today made public a
dispatch from Claude E. Guyant, consular agent aboard the Buford, stating
that the Americans are safe at Mazat
lan and conditions there are tranquil.
Rebels Occupy Pedernal.
Jimenez, Mex., May 6. Pedernal.
fourteen miles north of the former
federal outpost at Bermejillo, was occupied last nirht by the rebel army
now advancing on Torreon.
A number of mines left by the retreating
federals were unearthed.
Father of Fourteen Murdered.
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 6. James
D Harvey, reported in an El Paso dispatch to have been murdered by a
Mexican in his fields at the Mormon
colony of Diaz, was born at Moroni,
Utah, and went to the Colonia Diaz,
twenty years ago. A brother and sis
ter are in Salt Lake and two sisters in
Moroni. He is the father of fourteen
n
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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
LEGALIZES BOND ISSUE.
It Totals $2,115,000 to Take Up Warrants Issued By the Seventh
General Assembly.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Me,xlenn)

waters.
Denver, Colo., May 6. A 3 per cent
The last of the special trains which bond issue of
$2,115,000 to take up
have been bringing refugees out of
warrants issued by the
outstanding
arBatchelor
the country around
Colorado seventh general assembly
rived here last night.
was legalized by the state supreme
Relief Train in Water.
court today when that tribunal susWhen the two relief trains were tained the decision of Judge Greeley
about ready to leave Batchelor, word W. Whitford, dissolving an Injunction
was received that there was grave granted by Judge G. W. Allen. The
danger of their being cut off by a 'bill for the $2,115,000 bond issue was
threatened washout in the tracks sev- enacted by the legislature In 1910, aferal miles east of that place. When ter the voters at the general election
the first train arrived at the point of had turned down a similar measure
the trouble, water was flowing over providing for the issuance of $800,000
the tracks for a distance of five miles. in bonds to meet the indebtedness.
But the train passed over safely.
When the second section arrived the THREE GAMES POSTPONED
BECAUSE OF RAIN.
water was rushing over the track
about two feet deep. An attempt was
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
made to reach the other side of the (By
New York, May 6. American: New
washout, but about half, way across
no game, rain.
the track gave way and the caboose
Nationals:
j
Pittsburg
Pittsburg.
and three cars toppled over. OccuBrooklyn, no game, rain.
were
pants of the derailed cars
6.
American
Philadelphia, Pa., May
.
j York-Bosto-

Philadelphia-Washingto-

(Continued on Page 4.)
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Largest Cities in

United States More Foreign
Than American

(By Spec'al Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Minneapolis, Minn., May 6. Strenuous discussion of the action of the
Methodist Episcopal church with reRospect to mission work in
man Catholic countries, was caused at
the close of the business session of
the general conference of the church
here today with the presentation of a
resolution by William F. Rice, of Santiago, Chile.
Mr. Rice, in his talk after presenting
the resolution, dealt with the alleged
difficulties of Protestant work in such
countries, but by order of the conference, the resolution itself was withheld from both the church and secular
press and an amendment adopted submitting the resolution to a committee
of five to be reported on Wednesday.
Dr. James M. Backley, presented the
amendment. Impassioned addresses
were made by Mr. Rice and other
workers in foreign lands, while other
speeches were made urging further
consideration of the resolution and the
necessity of deliberation before taking
action.
The conference voted practically to
withhold a copy of Mr. Rice's resolu- Continued

n Pa

Four.

Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Dallas, Texas. May G. The Texas
precinct conventions of Saturday, Republican and Democratic, did not give
a sure victory to any candidate. Wood-roWilson, was the only presidential
aspirant who secured a definite ad- vantage. The face of the returns give
him a majority in the county conven
tions tomorrow, but this majority is
dependent upon all elected delegates
going to the comity conventions and
on the further contingency that they
dc not change their votes in the conventions.
The returns are not comno replete. From many counties
turns will be made until announced
in tomorrow's
conventions.
Result in Doubt.
It will require the county conventions tomorrow and possibly the state
conventions on May 2.S, to decide
whether Taft or Roosevelt for the Republicans, and Wilson or Harmon for
the Democrats, will receive the Texas
delegations to the respective National
conventions.
Results of Saturday's precinct primaries today showed Wilson strength
that surprised the Harmon lea.lers,
making him the favorite for the county conventions tomorrow on the face
of the returns. The Harmon people
point out. however, that the full result of the primary voting will not be
known until the county conventions
meet and they claim that it is likely
it will take the state convention to
render a final choice.
Roosevelt Claims Victory.
The result as between Taft and
Roosevelt is left in even more doubt.
The Republicans have their county
conventions tomorrow simultaneously
with the Democrats.
Cecil A. Lyon,
National Committeeman
Republican
from Texas and state Roosevelt leader, issued a statement today claiming
twelve out of sixteen
congressional
districts for Roosevelt and declared
that Roosevelt probably would carry
all the districts.
Tried to Disqualify Lyons.
Colonel Lyon denounced an alleged
attempt in Saturday's convention in
his home district at Sherman to disqualify him as a citizen of Texas on
the ground that his wife is not a resident of Texas. Mrs. Lyon resides in
Colorado Springs, Colo., on account of
her health. Colonel Lyon, however,
has resided in Sherman, Texas, for
thirty-si-

x

years.
Taft Claims Guarded.

Houston, Texas. May fi. H. F. McGregor, President Taft's campaign
manager today said: "I consider the
result of Saturday's primaries fair y
favorable to Mr. Taft. I have not re
ceived sufficient reports from several-districto make an intelligent estimate of the outcome and it will not
be possible to gauge rhe resul: in advance of the county conventions tomorrow.
Even Break With Taft.
Dallas, Texas, May 6. As bet veen
Taft and Roosevelt, results of tie precinct convention were an even break
on the fact of the meagre
returns
made. Some of the Republican conventions merely elected
delegates
whose factional complexion will de-- ..
velop later. In many places thero
were no Republican convention
H. F. MacGregor,
the Taft sfc"U8
campaign manager, announced that he
considered Saturday's conventions favorable to Taft
Cecil Lyon, Roosevelt's
manager,
claimed the state for Roosevelt.
Wilson Has Most Delegates.
Among the Democratic candidates,
the returns to newspapers
cot
been changed since early last night
when it was estimated that Wilson's
delegates to the state
conventioa
would be 309;
Harmon's 8C,
and
Clark's 2C9 on the partial returns th3a
received. This estimate was made on
the supposition that the delegate
from the precincts would attend tho
convictions and not change
their
votes. With the exceptions of Clark
every candidate's manager claimed
ventions tomorrow or in the state conventions tomorrow or in the state con
vention on May 28. At Harmon headquarters it was announced that "nope
had not been abandoned for Governor
Harmon."
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DR. E. L. HEWETT
,

HOME FROM GUATEMALA.
This afternoon Dr. Edgar L..
Hewett, director of the School
of American Archaeology
in
this city, and manager of exhib- a
its of the San
Exposition, returned with Jef- ferson Davis, secretary to Pres- ident Collier of the exposition,
and also Mrs. Sytvanus G. Mar- ley and daughter from Guate-mala, where an archaeological
expedition is excavating on the
site of the prehistoric ruins of
the City of Quirigua.
Diego-Panam-
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

SLEEPS

WELL

AT

M.

MILLION ACRES FOREST
LAND ARE ELIMINATED.

NIGHT

If you want to know how a man
feels who has allowed his health to
break down, and then finds a way of
regaining it, just read this letter from
!"
"Kn, oi .ew yoi-- city.
"Nearly all last winter I was in
roor health owing to a general run- down condition. I had very little ay- pttite and did not sleep well.
"In March I began to take your .le- liciouf, cod liver and lion preparation

CASGARET5

Will C. Barnes Acting Assistant Forester, Writes Congressman
Curry on Subject.
Hon. George Currv. Hons

of

SURELY

STRAIGHTEN

Headache,
Billioueness, Upset
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constipated
Bowels by Morning.

"Soltaire"

the

j
j

y

the Leader

IN

G

rc

n

sev-tha- n

,

j

o

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

j

I

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

LEO HERSCH

CRICHTON

-

Coldwell Lawn Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field."
Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop.
They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell miarantep i
ma
"
chine. A guarantee to give satisfaction
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in

a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show vou
a

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If It's Hardware, We Have It.
Phone

14.

i

i

Yankee,

i

!Pinon,

vou've known

I

Dawson.

TP

veaFS

the name

No

Rem-- ,

For fortv

YOU OUT

sentatives.
Dear Mr. Curry Referring to your
Are you keeping your bowels, livpr
request to me to furnish some infor- - and
slomach clean nnro an A fpc-mation regarding the areas included!
within the national forests of New with Cascarets. or merely forcing a
Mexico and the elimination work. I passageway through these alimen-.aror drainage organs everv few
Vinci and soon noticed ft Er? St illl fTldnce hm'mx; it'll a etnfimnnt Klinminn
with Salts- - Cathartic pills, Cas
in my health. My appe- - the total elimination since
iays
piovement
20.!
Goods. Always
April
uie returned, ana I can now enjoy my 1910. This shows a net reduction in jtor Oil or Purgative Waters
meals and get good rest at night.
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Let
the New Mexico forests of about one
"I have not felt better for years million acres, and there are still
cascarets thoroughly cleanse and
I have since taking Vinol," Mr eral areas under
remove the
consideration which regulate the stomach-undigested, sour and fermenting fnml
Fagan did not risk a cent to get will increase this considerably,
and foul gases, take the excess bile
well for his money would have been
Referring to the matter of making
paid back if Vinol had not helped him. eliminations of all areas not properly trom the liver and carry out of the
We don't see how any person in forested lands. This matter has been system all the decomposed matter
ana poisons in the intestines and
poor health, weak, pale, nervous or under way for the past two years
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
oowela
mo-- , der an
to
can
a
hesitate
sleep
Secre-men- t
between
the
agreement
WITH
ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE
A Cascaret tonight will make
REGISTER
TICKETS
about beginning the use of Vi- - tary of Agriculture and the Secretary
you
eel great by morning.
noi. We have known Vinol to make of the Interior, and it will be con-sThey work
many people healthy and strong tinued until we feel reasonably sure while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
again, that we recommend it to you that
with the greatest confidence. The ia nnt strir-H,
io cents a box from your drug.
oniy
fnct
i.h
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
necessary for watershed protection or gist. Millions of men and women take
a Cascaret now and then and never
preserving the purity of the water sup- PLAIN DOPE.
;py of various towns and cities in have Headache, Biliousness, coated
Bo, I'm strong for the eiiv who's New Mexico has been eliminated.
At tcngue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
the time many of the national formats Constipated bowels. Cascarets belong
square,
Children lust
But not for the mucker who
were established it was impossible to in every household.
Sole AgenU For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
CLAIMS to be..
make close and accurate surveys, so love to take them
that many areas were included which
Whenever I hear a gink declare
AIFaLFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers,
jrarden & field seeds in bulk and packages
That he's the honestest living Gee on latr a"d more careful examination
Of
House
Renresen
have proved to be undesirable from
l cnain tne safe to a pillar see
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Committee
on
And hide my wad in a vault of steel, either of these standpoints,
Immigration
and Naturalization, Washing- As you well understand, there are
For here is the dope direct from me,
D.
ton.
C.
The guy who's honest don't need no some areas within these forests which
it is necessary to retain, because to V
April 26. 1912.
spiel!
Phone Black
E. D. McQueen Gray. M. A..
Phone Black
throw them out would make very rag45
Ph.. D., President University
When a duck sings out that he's al- ged and unsatisfactory boundary lines;
45
of New Mexico.
but I do not think the total will
ways fair
amount to very much. On the other
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
And a regular model of honestv:
My dear Sir:
hand, in making some of these elimi
You watch him close with a
steady nations we
I have the honor to acknowl- have received many peti- - V
atari?
edge receipt of your letter of
And bite the coin that he hands 'tions fronl tne stockmen asking that
.they be retained in thp fnrnct iiinnHni
the eighth instant
to ye.
tranamit.
that there is a certain amount of pub- v.,i
For hrnther Til
ting a copy of your pamphlet
He'll trim you proper right off the!C sentlment wneh is not anxious to X dealing with the Spanish lan- jbave them eliminated.
guage as a national resource,
reel,
i
also mvose wh this a list of all
Take it from Arehibold, frank and
all of which was brought, to
tne
national forests with full informa- free,
my attention upon my returu
!lOT as t0 tneir area and other info
N from Chicago after en absence
iThe guy who's honest rtnn't
mation regarding them.
of several weeks.
spiel I
Very truly yours,
I am in hearty accord
with
WILL C. BARNES,
Of straight-ou- t
crooks you had best
the proposal contained in your
Acting Assistant Forester.
beware,
V letter that the Federal Govern- The following are the additions and
But I'd take a chance with two "or
ment
333 HICKOX STREET,
eliminations in New Mexico forpsts V the found a University where
three
Near Union Decor
u
.:n
Spanish
i
wi ut:
since
1310:
20,
April
Rather than fall in the tangled snare
V taught, and believe
PHONE, RED 100.
with
you
Name
forest
Addition. Elimination V
Cf the guy who says to you conthat such plan should be car-Pecos
31 .r.fil
129.819
stantly,
ried to a successful conclusion
21,331
"The honest man of the day that's Gila
as it would undoubtedly have
Lincoln
29.73S
68,348
me,
a beneficial effect upon our re- ?3ff
Always there with the squarest deal'" ifS.,Anlmns
lations, commercial, industrial
iDat1'
183,091
n
That duck wn,,w
95,178
,i,
V and political with the Latin-S- i
jChiricahua
51,037
clothes with glee.
American Republics.
768
The guy who's honest don't need no Zuni ...
5.219
Your pamphlet will be given
Manzano
84,158
....278,670
spiel.
my careful nersnsal anA i Aa.
Carson . .
110.033
L'ENVOI.
9
sire to thank you for the same,
Jemez
Beat it, brother, from mich no hQ
26,880
128,736
S as well as your excellent let- - $c
TO
Who says he's honest from head to Alamo
22,333
ter.

Quality and Large Variety of
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SAWED WOOD

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

Parts

All

of The World

aDd

mimvj

Payable

U.

Taronxkaut

and all Foreifa
Countries

S., Canada, Mexico

J

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

LIVERV

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

I

IWOID

Total
THE STATE

Ocate Postoffice

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
M

Rohheri.

,

J. F. RHOADS

PAINTING

WORKER

Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
::

104GaIesteo Street

::

P.

3

SPECIAL

FARES

CHIMr.TAM

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

n,

PRIVILEGES

CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman -- ud Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points
Apply to Any Santa Fe Afent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE, N. M.

H.

c. LUTZ. Airent.

'

"

'

972.S63

348,910
399.000
103,100

More Frost The Weather Bureau
again predicts frost and increasing
cloudiness. The maximum shade temperature yesterday was 53 degrees, in
the sun 74 degrees. The minimum tem.
perature was 29 degrees and the relative humidity last evening was 21 ner
cent. On Saturday evening it was 14
per cent.

(Signed)

'

!

I t

x

--

?

.1

Skipping the Bad Places.

Very truly yours,
A. J. SABATH.

COMFORTING WORDS.
Many a Santa Fe Houseliold
Find Them So.

1,7S9,353

Last Saturday night the postoffice at Wants to Follow Standard Oil Exam
ucate, Mora county, was robbed, the
ple But Without a Judicial
robbers securing between S40 and sr.n
Decree.
in money and
stamps. The store in
which the postoffice is located was also (By Special Leased Wire to New
Mexican)
robbed of $10 and a number nf ar.
Chicago, III.. May 6. The NnMnnal
tides.
Packing Company, which figured in
the recent trial of the Chicago moof
Saloon Robbed.
packers, contemplates an amicable, ilia.
The saloon of Estaauio Pflrnlmi'i of solution, according to a
report today
Hillsboro. Sierra
after a conference between T?oi,h
VIVC
"MO
into by thieves who probably found ; Crews, its chief counsel, and
District
the key to the place which Estaquio.1 Attorney Wilkerson, It was
generally
had lost. They got awav with si a tn believed a tentative
proposal looking
cash and a good supply of liquid re- xo tne dissolution of tne
company with
freshments, which included seven bot- out the necessity nf lnriMMai mvw,i
tles of whiskey and twenty bottles of fngs was the subject of the talk be
beer.
tween tne representative of the packers and the government.

R. CREATH,

SIGN

N

83,200

NATIONAL PACKING COMPANY
CONTEMPLATES DISSOLUTION.

11

Killed By Cave-in- .
Phone Main 119
310 Sao Fracisco St.
Joe Hull, aged 60, an old timer and
prospector around Santa Rita, Hills-borSANTA FE, N. M.
and Kingston, was killed by a
cave in in the Copper Rose mine near
Santa Rita owned by Gilchrist and
Dawson. A coroner's jury rendered a
CARRIAGE,
AUTOMOBILE,
verdict that deceased
came to his
death from purely accidental causes.
AND
exonerating the company from all
WOOD
blame. The remains were taken to
Fierro for burial.
Manufacturer of
New Bank for Tularosa.
. H. Land,
late president of the
Special
Mate Bank of Commerce of Clayton
N'ew Mexico, is at Tularosa with his
Screen Windows,
Screen Doors. ramily and have taken the place of
Mrs. E. T. Gunton. He has organized
SHOW CASES.
a new bank for Tularosa to bo known
as the First State Bank of Tularosa,
GUAR ANTFED
and Brass
SANTA FE, N. M captilization is $15,000 for the time
Telephone 157 W.
L'emg, io ue increased to $25,000 in a
PAUL
LACASSAUNE, Xew Mexican want ads. always short
time. The incornnratnra dm
305 San Francisco Street.
Isaac Otis, G. A. Hyde, J. J. Dale, F.
bring results.
a. unscoe. Eli Knight and W. H.
L,ana, j. j. Dale, cashier, and W. H.
Land, president.
Frost Damage In Dona Ana Countv
EXCURSION
After nearly 48 hours of hizh winds
trom tne northwest, ice formed at
TO POINTS IN
Anthony, Dona Ana countv. Alfalfa is
naaty down from the cold. There is
apparently no growth in the season so
rar. in spite of the continued cold
A
C. C. Martin of Canutillo has cut and
sold the first alfalfa hay of the season
LOS ANGELES,
SAN FRANCISCO,
SAN FRANCISCO one way via
and reports having sold it at $16.50
SAN DIEGO,
on tne ears, a record price for first
OAKLAND,
PORTLAND or SEATTLE,
cutting in the valley. The bulk of the
hay crop will be started on by the
lath, but the outlook is that there will
Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and
be much less than the average cut
May t, 2 and 3. Re
turn limit, June
1912.
ting, pernaps on.'.y 60 per cent of the
June 12, 13, 14, IS, 16,17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit Aug. 12. 1912
normal. In the high wind M. B. Win- Aug. 29, JO, Jl ; Sept. 1, 2, i, 4, 5, 6. Return limit Oct 31, 1912.
gate was struck by a falling tree while
at work at the head of the ditch and
LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
was rendered unconscious for a considerable time.
VISIT THE GRAND

J.

245,450
22S.156

'

,nconven,nce bT Purchasing Wells
Farg0 Doroegtjg Money orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

SflY6 MOflfiV

Alamo
heel,
see mm coming climb a Gila
""
Zuni
tree
The guy who's honest dont need no Alamo
Carson
spiel :
Zuni

Whv Imnnrt Mineral Water ?

Will

To have the pains ana nchpa nf
bad oack removed; to be
entirely free
from anncying, dangerous
urinary
disorders is enough to make any kidney s'ltfenr grateful. To tell how
this Teat change can be brought
about will prove comforting words to
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
Pusuuale Yanni. College St.. Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
a ji'imtp. testimonial in nralsn
nf
Doan s Kidney Pills to the effect that
ttiev had cured me of a pain in my
nacit, caused by d sordered kldnevs
My work obliges me to sit down a.
gooa deal and this weakened my kid
ney, causing backache. While at
work I suffered more intensely than
at any other time and T was verv
anxious to find a remedy that would
relieve me. Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I procured a box and to my
delight, they soon fixed me up In good
I have since had no need of
suape.
fc.dney medicine."
Tor sale by all dealers. Price B0
rents-Co., Buffalo,
JCew York, sole
agents for the United

r

:

WHEN

YOU CAN CiET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

FRANK ffl. JONES,

WATER CO.

cnS86kB,d?-

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

The demand has been sunnlied Tho
Albany Hotel of Denver has RimnliAH
it. The hotel has hppn nniAr(rAinD
tensive remodeling in the past five
months, and the Albanv
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
now places at the disposal of its
pat States.
Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Remember the name Doan's and
rons, rooms with private bath or rooms
With private toilet and lavatnrv
t take no other.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. Red 76
the rate formerly charged for rooms
witnout
similar
accommnrtntinna
Rooms with private toilet and lava- NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
tory, $1.50 per day; rooms with priEXPRESS LINE.
vate bath $2.00 per day. These are
WOODY'S
exceptionally fine rooms, newly
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
and refurnished. For a long
50166
From
time, there has been a demand
La Salle
for Leave Orders at Oxford Club
BARRANCA
TAOS
Saloon.
rooms at this rate. The ALBANY Is
the first to supply the de
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South
the wonderment of all is how a hotel
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
or tne Albany's character can afford
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
to supply its natrons With snrh a
Regular Meals 25 cents.
niodations at so low a price. Try one
the north bound train and arrives at
Taoe at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 59c.
lne
and $2.00 per day rooms
with bath, and you will be
Short Orders at ail Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
pleased.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and
way. Good covers
hacks and good
BOARD BY THE W EEK $5.0
j.uo per day.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Frencn Noodle Order 10c
dlsn,
furnished commercal men to take In
Hew York Chop Suey 60c the
Wire E'.nbude
surrounding
Deafness Cannot be Cured
by lacal applications, as thev rannnt
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is b.v constitutional ra.
Methodist
medies. Deafness is caused hv .n in.
flamed condition of the mucous lin.
ing of the Eustachian Tnhe.
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
vhn
Episcopal Church
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb
ling sound or imperfect hearing anH
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is the result, and unless the inflama-tiocan be taken out and this tube
MAY lst-Jl- st
restored to its normal condition hear. Made
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
ROUND TRIP RATE FROM
cases out of ten are caused by CaSANTA
tarrh, Which is nothins but an In.
Thirty years' of experience in
flamed condition of the mucous
Foster-Milbur-

REAL ESTATE

n

chard.

HACK LINE

dec-crate- d

Phone Black

Restaurant

TO

JULIUS MURALTER

$i-u-

The Tailor

t

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

EconomyGrocery

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies' Butter, 25c.

n

We will give One Hundred Dnllara
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for eir.
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO, Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!.

nation.

and 35c. General Conference,

and Gents' Custom Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Suits, Overcoats, Breakfast Bacon, Best
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Grade. 20c. lb.
Light House Cleaner,
in
seme of the largest
6 bars for 25c.
tailoring
,
cities in Europe and America.
Blueing-- per bottle, 5c.
101

Four Phones and Five Wagons.

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 222.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

J.

H. BLAIN,

Jr., Proprietor

Cor. Burrow Alley and San Francisco

St

Minneapolis, Minn.
FE, NM.

$52.45

Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1, 8, 15 and 22.
Return Limit, June 15, 1912.
H.S.LITZ, Aft.,

SANTA FE.N.M.

New Mexican Want
results every time.

Adi

brine"

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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Automobile Road Brings San- Socialistic Enterprises That
ta Fe Nearer to Roswell
Keep Down Prices and
Than Before
Pay Profits

REXA

FROM

We Have the Most Complete Stock
and Varied Assortment of

All Tilings Needed for

the

ressin ir lame.
REXALL DISAPPEARING
r

Than

TO

SUPPER

Buzz Wagon Enthusiasts
Capital Visit and on
Governor.

For My
Lady's Toilet

JNothing-Nice-

BREAKFAST

Si Hi

50 cts

GREME MEALEYS

JAR

the

The Men Who Shave Themselves are
Invited to Drop In and Inspect Stock
of All the Necessary

Paraphernalia
For A Luxurious Shave
OUR STOCK IS COMPLETE

The Rexall Store.

ARE

Ml

HASH

BASIS

Pay Investigations Made by State
Department in France, Bel

Roswell seems to be moving nearer
to Santa Fe with each year. Not so
long ago it was distant three days and
two nights.
Now the trip can
be
made by automobile between breakfast and supper, providing a few hundred dollars worth of road work is
done between Lamy and Eucino.
C. M. Farnswotih, president of the
Roswell Auto Club, X. O. Shanks, city
editor of the Roswell Morning Xews,
and R. C. Dillon of Encino, arrived at
La my last night, a day ahead of their
schedule on a trip from Roswell to Albuquerque via Santa Fe. They lefl
Encino last evening and took the road
to Lamy that skirts the hills that
bound the Estancia valley on the easi
then through the pasture of the Eaton
grant into Lamy, from hich point into
Santa Fe it was easy going. The
miles
speedometer indicated 1AS.40
from Koswell, another reduction oi
some thirty miles. One of these fine
mornings, Santa Fe will find Rosweli
playing in its backyard, fishing in the
upper Pecos and swapping Pecos valley alfalfa for Santa Fe county coal.
The Borderland Route.
Mr. Farnsworth was the original
booster of the Borderland route which
leaves the Santa Fe trail at Dodge
City, strikes across the Panhandle and
then via Roswell to Tulnrosn, thenc.
to Las Cruces and Deming. The
route has been logged by Mr. Far
who is the
from
New Mexico, and he is now logging
the road from Santa Fe to Roswell so
that those who follow the Santa Fe
trail as far as its terminus, Santa Fe,
and perhaps, to Albuquerque,
may
take the easier Borderland route by
switching off here for Vaughn and
the lower Pecos valley. Incidentally,
it will tie the capital and the Peprl of
,he Pecos valley by firmer local bond?
before. There is no!;
existed
doubt, that on closer acquaintanceship, the two will like each other much
better than ever before.
It's a Good Road.
The Roswell visitors are live wires.
They descended on the New Mexican
office like a cyclone after they had
called on Governor McDonald, and had
their story told in a jiffy. Representa
tive Mullens had them in tow. After
attending a good roads meeting at Al
buquerque they will return to Santa
of
Fe with five to eight automobiles
good roads boosters who will waut to
confer with local business interests.
Mr. Farnsworth finds that the road
from Encino to Senator Pankey's pas
ture is a good one, and $:'0() will re
duce the high centers. Mr. Dillon will
undertake to do this work. Senator
Pankey has promised that the road
through his pasture on the Eaton
grant will be made as good as any
other portion of the highway, while
from there to Lamy, the county should
see to it that the road is kept in
shape. From Lamy to Santa Fe, the
road is good, but the Chamber of
Commerce should make sure that it is
kept in fair condition. Mr. Farnsworth, at his own expense, will put up
sign boards the entire distance, and
guarantees that the journey from Santa Fe to Roswell in auto need to take
only twelve hours, if a few hundred
dollars are expended. It is time for
Santa Fe now to get as busy as Roswell has been, for Santa Fe above any
other place will gain by having
branch out from it a network of good
automobile routes into every part of
th-.-

gium, Holland

(By Special Leases f.'iro to Now Mexican)
Washington, May 6. President Tal't
today sent to Congress the second installment of the reports of consular officers on
and the cost of
living which are the result of the investigation he some time ago directed
should be made. The countries included in this installment are France,
Belgium, the Netherlands and
The reports are accompanied
by a letter from Huntington Wilson,
acting secretary of state.
It appears from the information collected, the acting secretary says, thai
the rising cost of living has directed
attention lo and augmented the memsocieties
bership of the
more especially in France and Belassogium. The French
ciations are in the main arranged upon the same system as those in the
1'nited Kingdom. The tendency is toward small; societies and the great ma
lien-mar-

jority

of

the associations

Foley
Kidney Pills

STARTING, SATURDAY,

APRIL 20.

Any Suit in the House
Cut, Fit and Made to
Your Measure

represent

The most
groceries and bakeries.
successful distributive societies aire
in the manufacturing cities of northeastern and central France. Among
these societies relief funds are administered and insurance against illness
is sup
and forced
plied. Arrangements are made with
dentists, doctors and artisans for tlieiv
services by members on a commission
basis.
Agricultural Societies.
The operation of the agricultural
societies has been especially successful in southern France. The French
government has given encouragement
to these societies by furnishing expert
advice, granting subventions, and permitting long term loans by agricultural
credit associations. The general buying is done principally through district unions. High grade farm machinery such as is beyond the reach
is purof many individual members
chased from the surpluses or is loaned gratuitously or upon the payment of
nominal fees.
Government employes are to a large
extent organized into
societies.
Many of the associations
are affiliated with labor unions that restrict their membership to persons engaged in a given occupation.
Plants Owned by Operatives.
In regard to industrial
production it apiiears that plants own
ed and operated by the operatives are
not uncommon in France. In Lyons,
for example, the enterprise is con
ducted by societies composed of their
own operatives, including printing and
engraving, building, plumbing, tailoring, weaving, tanning, carpentering,
paper hanging, the making of pasteboard boxes- and the making of metallic furniture.
Keep Down Prices.

FO

ONLY

Value, $45, $40 and $30,

NOW $20.
CAPITAL TAILORS
East Side of Plaza, Next Door to First Nat. Bank Bldg.

Our Better Shoes

The consular reports state that the

societies usually
French
sell at prices which are neither higher nor lower than those of private
stores and that they have a tendency
to keep prices throughout the district
where they are located down to a fair
level as well as to enhance the purity
and quality of the goods. The degree
of reduction in the cost of living is almost wholly contingent upon the capability and the altruism of the management of the respective dislricts.
In Belgium, the consular reports
state, a large proportion of the cooperative societies sell at prices lower
than those of the regular markets, allowing only members to purchase, and
the state.
have only minimal profits to distribute.
Many societies guarantee a 6 per cent
SENATE ROLL CALL
dividend on all purchases and distribNECESSARY TO VALIDATE. ute all
remaining profits to various
funds for insurance, pensions, strike
DeColorado State Supreme Court
and
relief, indemnities for injuries
claers Unconstitutional Good
the like. The consular reports state
Roads Appropriation.
that the virtual beginning of the genmovement in Beleral
to
New
Wire
Leased
Mexican)
Special
(By
gium is said to have been due to the
Bill
6.
House
Denver, Colo., May
growth of the various socialistic and
No. 200, enacted by the eighteenth
labor parties in 1S80 and the years
general assembly, and providing funds foLlowing. The socialistic societies
for road improvements, today was de- are
reported to have no affiliation with
clared invalid by the state supreme
Althe
International
con
affirmed
the
decision
The
court.
of many of
liance.
The
development
Griffith
tention of Attorney General
societies
the
that the absence of the record of the has agricultural
been aided very greatly by the
Senate roll call on the measure im- clerical
party, the league of church
paired its legality. Under the decision societies
comprising 4S0 associations.
internal
from
the
the $500,000 surplus
On a Cash Basis.
road
for
not
available
revenue funds is
In the Netherlands the
Gov
buildine Durnoses. Previously
had its largest growth
movement
ernor Shafroth vetoed the road appro- - since 1S90. has
The associations include
nriation bill, enacted by the last legis domestic
supplies,
agricultural sup
lature. Accordingly no money is avail
loan banks,
farmers'
creameries,
plies,
unbe
not
will
and
able for road work,
A cash basis
is
banks.
and
saving
Januin
til the next assembly meets
strictly maintained. The annual diviary 1913.
dends returned to the purchasers average between 8 and 10 per cent. Arrangements are made with dentists.
doctors and merchants who sell goods
which the society does not handle, to
give the society a commission on busiGenerally means helping an entire family. ness done with its members.
Her back aches so she can hardly drag
Pay Dividends.
In Denmark sales are confined to
around. Her nerves are on edge and she
societies
is nearlv wild. Headache and Sleepless mfinitipro rf the
ness unfit her for the care of her family. 1 unless the latter wish to subject them
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago racic ner selves to taxation.
The joint associasocieties
body. But, Jet ner wko tion of Danish
numerous
factories and
operates
warehouses throughout Denmark. At
present the average dividends range
from 5 per cent to 12 per cent. The
reand all these ailments statement is made in the consular
will disappear. She will ports that the prices charged by pri
soon recover her strength vate dealers are Kept uown.
and healthy activity for
Death of Olin E. Smith Olin E.
Foley Kidney Pills are
the first attorney to locate at
and
Smith,
tonic,
curative,
strengthening
healing,
Union county, and at one
and
Bladder
all
for
Clayton,
medicine
Kidney,
a
time a member of the legislature, died
Urinary Diseases that always cures.
at Los Angeles, California.
For sale hi all drvcglsts.

Helping a Woman

FISCHER DRUG CO.,

1HH
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rE WISH we could

phasis into this

put sufficient

em-

AD. to induce every

Man and Woman in Santa Fe to come
here to see our display of SPRING SHOES-j- ust
to see them ! They represent thoroughly

THE BEST SHOES
THE BEST MAKERS
CAN PRODUCE.
After you've seen them you'll appreciate the
difference between " BETTER SHOES"
and just Shoes.
We'll

treat you courteously, willing fit on as

many styles as you care to try. We want
simply to post you on values and shoes such
shoes as most Men and Women care to wear,

The new

High or Low Cut Oxfords.

Oxfords, Pumps and Colonials and
j

the new Neubuck and, Canvas Shoes
MEN'S
SHOES

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

WOMEN
;s
SHOES

$2.50, $3.00, $150, $4.00
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SANTA BE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
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The Switzerland of America.

FIRST

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEWr MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic J
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
l liberal terms, as are given by any
agency, public or private... Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment, in all directions as is consistent with sound banking. :
OFFICERS.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six ironths.
75
... .65 Ueek,y- - 'er year
7.00 Weekly, per quarter.

J3.50
1.00

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.
when I arrived at the Valley Ranch,
I discovered a place that the "BookValley Ranch, May 4, 1912.
2 00
let" and the "Photographs" no where
I have visited many resorts on
the,
nearly describe. For
meals, a
50 strength of
"Descriptive booklets" and place to rest and build good The
V
up,
Valley
and
on
found
arriv"Photographs"
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
my
Ranch has them all beaten.
al that there was nothing to theml
Yours very Iruly,
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to except the
I canl
"Photographs."
ROSS L. TREVETT,
and
a
has
in
the
and
every postofiice
State,
large
growing circulation truthfully say for once in my life that Gary Trust &
Savings
Bank, Gary, Ind.
among the intelligent and progressiT e people of the Southwest
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iwi

Dally, per month, by carrier
Haily.per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail.

"
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THE RAILROADS.
People often speak of the railroads
as monopolies. As a matter of fact,
monopolies have no other foe as deadly as the railroads.
There are more money invested and
more men employed in the railroads
than any other industry in the country, save farming and manufacturi.i;;.
The tracks of the railroads of 'he
United States contain more than thi
ty million tons of iron in the form o'
steel rails. Ninety per cent of the
product of the steel mills are used by
the railroads.
of all the
pig iron made in the country is consumed by the railroads. Of all the
coal mined in the United States
is used by the
railroads.
There are in the tracks of the railroads of the. United States about 700
million cross ties, "f put end to end
they would measure more than a million miles, or enough to go forty times
around the earth. Probably
of these are renewed every
year. In other words the wooden
cross ties used by the railroads each
year would extend around the world
five times. This employes an army of
men. These men and the coal miners,
and the pig iron workers are part of
the vast army of people who owe
their living to the railroads, though
they are not borne on the company
One-quart-

one-sixt- h

one-eight- h

pay-roll-

It would be impossible to conceive
of society as it exists today, without
the facilities of movement over the
face of the earth afforded by the railroads. Yet in the comfort and happiness of the nation the movement of
passengers is relatively of little importance as compared with the movement of freight. We could communicate with each other by letter or telegraph, remaining comparatively fixed
in position and still get along pretty
well; but as society is now organized
we must have quick, regular and
cheap movement of freight, or the pop.
ulation of the cities must disperse or
starve. And thus it comes about that
the real measure of the public service
of railroads is in the freight business.
Every year the railroads of the United States carry approximately 800 million tons of freight or 10 2 tons for
each inhabitant. The total freight
movement that is, the number
of
tons multiplied by the average mini
ber of miles that one ton 1b moved
equals the inconceivable
figure of
9?,32S mi.lion ton miles. It is as if
one ton was carried to the sun and
back 520 times; or It is the same as
if one ton was carried 1.324 miles a
year for each inhabitant.
This prodigious service is done at
a rate cheaper than that charged in
any omer country.
The
average
freight charge upon one ton carried
one mile is about eight mills. The re
sult is that the transportation tax on
what the people consume is hardly appreciable. If a man in New York pays
eight cents for a loaf of bread, only
three-tenth- s
of one cent is paid for
carrying the wheat from the fields of
Dakota to the mills in Minneapolis
and thence to Near York. For every
twenty-sevecer's that he spends for
bread, he pays one cent for carrying
the wheat and flour 2,000 miles. A
pound of tea is sold in New York for
seventy-fiv- e
cents, but that tea has
paid less than one cent for carriage by
rail more than 3,000 miles from the
Pacific port to New York. The beef
steer travels from the range in Texas,
to fattening feed grounds in Kansas
or Nebraska, thence to the packing
house, and on to New York, a total
journey of nearly 3,000 miles, and the
total cost including the much talked
o' packer's profit is seven cents a
pound.
Despite the tremendous amount of
service rendered there is but small
profit for the railroads. In fact the
average dividend on the stock of the
railroads in the United States amount
to only about one and
per
cent. More than 70 per cent of the
railroad stock pays no dividends whatever to the owners.
n

1

A
v

The railroads have enabled the buyer and the seller to compete on almost even terms 5n all of the markets
of the Union. Th.i farmer in New Jersey gets his wagon in South Bend,
Ind., and the pr'ce he receives for his
celery is fixed in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Thus the railroads have thrown the
whole continent over to competition
from one shore to the other, diminishing the possibility of artificially high
prices, and, have brought about wide
and diversified markets.

Missouri. It has besides two Presbyterian mission schools that are celethis
brating their commencement
week. It has the United States Indbn
Industrial School, St. Catherine's Indian School, the State School for the
Deaf and Dumb, the Catholic parochial
Schools, the School of American Archinstituaeology which is a nation-widtion, in fact the only schooli in the
world devoted to American Archaeology, and it has a fine public school
system, which it is hoped, will by next
year have a ten months, 200 days,
term of school. There are lev euies
in the United States of which it can
be said as it can be truthfully asserted of Santa Fe, that
of its
population is attending school.
e

one-thir- .i

ods of political organization the actual rulers of many political
subdivisions are not those nominally holding office, but those whose control over
the political organization to which the
actual officers belong, made their election- possible."
That is so
that it makes no difference
whether the boss is Theodore Roosevelt or Champ Clark, or some one else,
the principle, the theory and the practice are allee samee, no matter how
much the particular boss may shout:
"The people shall rule!''
t,

duty today and turned back all men at
the collieries, no matter what their
employment. Mounted state police dispersed the crowd at Mahoney City. A
stone was thrown as the policemen
were riding away and they turned
back with their riot clubs to disperse
the crowd. One man refused to move
and he was struck with a riot stick.
SWEPT FROM HOUSE TOPS.
(Continued from page one.)

It will be noted in President Taft's thrown into water. All escaped withmessage today that the success of the out injury. They were transferred to
societies in France, Bel- other oars and brought on to New
gium and Holland, in reducing
the
cost of necessities of life to consumers, is due as much as anything
to
the fact that they are on a cash basis.
As long as there are bad debtors and
slow payers, that long the honest men
who pay bills promptly must pay high
prices in order to make up to producer
and trader the losses.
No one produces or is in business for fun or out
of philanthrophy.

POLITICAL MUD SLINGING.:
The mud slinging stage of the Presidential campaign has been reached.
The American Advance, a prohibition
organ, has interviewed
presidential
Dring the past year, almost a million
candidates on woman's suffrage and acres of
land were eliminaton prohibition, and there is neither ed from the national forest in New
Republican nor Democrat who comes Mexico. To many it seems that this
up to its standards. It not only found ! ought to be only a beginning. On the
Champ Clark positively opposed to other hand, more and more people, and
prohibition and woman's suffrage, but that includes some of the most active
also accuses him of "personal weak- opponents at first to the forest policy,
ness for strong drink," in fact so much are beginning to appreciate the blessso, that "last summer when I was in ings of having water sheds and grazIowa, I was told that Champ Clark ing lands protected and the timber
went into that state once to lecture areas preserved for the greatest useat a Chautauqua; that his brain was fulness without destruction.
so clouded by intoxication that he imThe legislature has less than five
agined he was somewhere else and
would say over and over, in his at- weeks in which to complete its work.
As the first state
legislature it occutempted address, 'Now, you good Missouri people.' At last, he had to be pies a unique place in history and will
be judged more critically than any
led from the platform."
Roosevelt
does not find more favor with the in- preceding or subsequent assembly.
Five weeks are sufficient to get toterviewer, who intimates that Roose-vel- t gether and unite on a
legislative pro.
too, like the late Grover Cleve- gram that will
redound to the credit of
land and Daniel Webster, has a fond- the
party that will be held responsiness for the wine when it isTed. Taft, ble for
the final result.
he says, is a total abstainer only because of the advice of his physician,
Many people in Santa Fe realized
and LaFollette was found to be
for the first time on Saturday eveagainst prohibition, but for woman's
William J. Bryan who is ning that New Mexico really had a
suffrage.
both total abstainer and woman's suf- university.
fragist, is not mentioned, but Wood-roMISSIONS AND AMUSEMENTS,
Wilson; who is a total abstainer,
is represented as sidestepping the
f Continued t rom rage
two issues. Surely, it must be a
One.)
mighty good man, who would suit every voter and every agitator in thi! tion from the records.
The Amendment Question.
United States. In fact, it is true, as
At numerous times during the sesone of the New Mexico legislators
said only on Saturday to a Prohibition sion today, the amusement question
lobbyist: "What have you against me and the question of the election of
that you want me to eliminate myself bishops of their own race for the negro
from public life? This is my first churches of the south came before the
public office. I have found by careful conference, but in all cases, by order
of the conference, were "not consid
observation, that the man who takes
a pronounced stand either for or ered.
A resolution presented by H. W
against Prohibition, sounds the knell
oi lennessee, urging that the
of his political fortunes.
No man tvey,
ever survives politically if he does congress of the United States make
not skillfully sidestep this issue. ijncning ana mob violence a crime
the federal government was
Please let me alone until I find anoth against
killed by the conference.
non-timb-

Roads.
Standing Waist Deep in Water.
When the first section of relief special sped through the water which
was running over the tracks just
north of Morganza, scores of persons
were seen standing waist deep in water near the railroad signalling the
train to stop. The water was rising
so rapidly that those in charge of the
train decided it would imperil the
lives of all those on board to delay the
train. The train was not stopped.
Urgent Appeals for Boats.
Urgent appeals for boats to be used
in rescue work have been sent to
Governor Sanders at New Orleans.
The Steamer City of Shreveport and
a shipment of a dozen skiffs are due
to arrive in Batchelor today.
Batchelor Isolated.
Batchelor, La., May 6. The last
link binding this town with the outside world by rail was severed late
last night when the swift waters from
the Torras crevasse swept away a
long stretch of the Texas and Pacific

railroad tracks a short distance east
of here. Reports reach here at all
hours of the day of the people marooned in houses, barns and on tops
of houses. A message was received
late last night from Lettsworth, six
miles north of here,' that fifty people
were crowded into 'one house, west
of there and were in imminent danger of being drowned.
The house was washed from its
foundation and was floating around in
the water. Boats were hurriedly dispatched there.
Another appeal for help came from
a small village several miles west of
here, where a score of persons were
said to be clinging to the roof of a
barn which was being buffeted about
in the torrent.
A boat left here at
day light to take them off.
Pelting Rain Adds to Misery.
New Orleans, La , May 6. Thousands of anxious people in the
district of Louisiana were
disheartened today by heavy rains
that pelted at levees already strained
almost to the bursting. All night long
armies of workmen fought to strengthen those dikes that held firm, while
(ther embankments gave way before
the flood that now covers portions pf
d

18

parishes.
Reports of loss of life were received at several concentration camps
While these have not been speChristiainizing Immigrants.
Minneapolis, Minn., May 6. The cifically verified, it is conceded that
Americanizing and christianizing of ni: ny persons perished.
the millions who are coming to this
Marooned.
country from various parts of the
Great numbers of men were engaged
world, is one of the great problems of today in the rescue of hundreds of
the church today, according to the re- persons who have been marooned in
port of the board of home missions and dangerous places, and the work of supchurch extension made to the general plying with food and
the
clothing
conference of the Methodist Episcopal thousands already
in emerggathered
church here today. The total appro- ency camps continued.
.
priation for work among
An urgent appeal for more motor
in
the United States boats to go after people imprisoned in
speaking people
according to the report is $613,768.
the
country north of New
"The immigration problem is a fac- Roads reached New Orleans today.
tor that is fast involving all national
New Orleans in No Danger.
problems," says the report.
The situation here was unchanged
"One-hal- f
of the people of the Unit- this noon, despite a rise in the river. It
ed States are foreign born or of foreign is felt that New Orleans is in no danparentage. The thirty-thre- e
The first levee breach reported
largest ger.
cities of the Union are more foreign today occurred on the Atchafalaya liv'
than American."
er near Elba. This adds to the menace
about Melville.
TWO MORE WEEKS OF
Water is now rushing over Pointe
IDLENESS OF COAL MINERS. Coupee Parish from two sources a
break in the Mississippi levee, already
Call Issued for
Convention having inundated part of the Parish.
at Wilkesbarre to Take Up
Hundreds of persons who have remained in this district are in imminent danWage Agreements.

er job.''

One hears much or rne government
by the majority but until every man
and woman takes an interest in public
affairs, goes to the polls and votes
that long this will be a government by
a minority and a very small minority
at that. Although Santa Fe has more
than 7,500 people, yet, at the last city
election, less than 1,200 votes were
cast and that was an unusually heavy
vote. The successful candidates had
less than 700 votes, and therefore 700
voters and not the majority govern
this city, which is a larger proportion
of voters represented than in many
other places. Conditions may arise, in
wnicn even a smaller urouortion of
the total population, governs the en
tire body, such, for instance, when an
aiuerman elected by less tban 200
votes decides by his vote what Ahe
policy of a city of 7,500 shall be. SU
million voters next November will de
cide who shall be the President of a
hundred million Americans of whom
more than twenty million are legal
voters. This is one of the defects of
popular government that will in time
be remedied, but that for the present (By Special Leased Wire to New
Mexican)
make it altogether a government by a
Philadelphia, Pa., May 6. The call
small minority.
having been issued for a
convention at Wilkesbarre, May 14, to
The idea of Senator Fall for the consider
the wage arrangements
establishment of an asylum for tuber agreed upon by the
of
cular Indians on the Mescalero reserv- miners and
in the anthraoperators
ation, reads like the beginning of the cite mines, workers will this week oclast chapter in the history of the Red cupy their time
by electing delegates
Man. It was pathetic enough to com-pe- r to the
meeting. Sentiment on the
Poor Lo to send his children to question of
ratifying the agreement in
school and to work for a living but to the face of the
action of the executive
incarcerate him in a sanitarium for tu- boards of three districts In
voting it
berculosis is the climax of a long down, appears to be divided. The
total
series of attempts to crowd him from suspension of anthracite
mining has
the face of the earth. All that is now been in force five weeks
and it is
now needed to complete the picture of probable two more weeks
will elapse
the end of the Mescaleros, is the es- before the men return to work
providtablishment of a military post at Three ing they ratify the tentative
agree
Rivers.
ment of the
of opera

season again
The commencement
reminds that Santa Fe Is a city of
schools. A careful calculation shows
that almost a quarter of a million dol
The Supreme Court of New York has
lars are annually expended in this cityi taken judicial notice of the political
by and for its schools. The city in boss la a recent opinion in which it
St. Michael's College and Loretto Ac- says: "It is a well known fact, of
ademy, has two of the oldest institu- - which, judicial notice may very propor
tions of higher learning west of the , ly be taken that under latter-dameth.
y
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tors and miners.
Riot at Pottsville.
Pottsville,

Pa.,

May

6.

Claiming

there were too many foremen and
pumpmen at work at the mines, the
striking miners of the Shenandoah and
Mahoney CUy district! went on picket

to-Ja-

flood-swe-

ger.

LEGISLATiVEPOINTERS
BILL AGAINST LOAN SHARKS.
The following bill will be introduced
this week :
A bill for an Act to be entitled an
Act to Prevent Extortion and Exorbitant Charges by Money Lenders and
Brokers and to provide penalties
A

therefor.

BE IT ENACTED by the Legislature
of the State of New Mexico:
Sec. 1. That it Is hereby made illegal for any person, persons, company
or corporation, who may act as a loan
broker, or as agent for or who may
render services for, or secure a Iorn
for any person or persons in the state
of New Mexico, to directly or indirectly charge for such services, for securing any loan of money for any person or persons, a greater amount than
the following, to wit: for securing or
negotiating any loan sot exceeding

five hundred dollars, an amount hot
exceeding four per cent of the Sum' so
secured or negotiated; for securing
or negotiating any loan iii excess of
five hundred dollars and not exceeding two thousand dollars, an amount
not exceeding four per cent on the
first five hundred dollars and not
more than three per cent on the remaining amount of such loan; and securing or negotiating any loan in excess of two thousand dollars, an
amount not exceeding four per cent
on the first five hundred dollars, and
not exceeding three per cent on the
sum in excess of five hundred dollars
up to two thousand dollars, and not
more than two per cent upon all sums
in excess of two thousand dollars.
Sec. 2. That any person, persons,
company or corporation violating any
ot the provisions of this Act shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof, shall be fined in
any sum not less than $100 nor more
than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned in the county jail not less than
thirty nor more than ninety days, or
by both such fine and imprisonment;
and shall also be liable in damages to
the party charged in double the whole
amount so charged for securing or
negotiating such loan, to be recovered in a civil action in any of the
courts of this state having jurisdiction.
Sec. 3. That all Acts and parts of
Acts in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed and this Act take and be in
force as provided for the state constitution.
CHAMP CLARK FOLLOWERS
CONTROL CONVENTION.
Close Fight Over Temporary Organization Results in Victory for
Houn' Dog.

ng

money-transmitti-

J.

R.
-

J.

President.

PALEN,

I.

Cashier.

B. READ.

,

A. HUGHES,

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE
GENERAL

--

Then Act!

JVIOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
AGENTS.

:

-

THE PALACE
AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

?

HOTELS

Under the Same Managemen

GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
The Democrats county convention The only
met at the court house at two o'clock
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
this afternoon to select delegates tn
the state convention at Clovis on May Large Sample Rooms.
THOS.: DORAN,
14. In the absence of County Chairman Arthur Seligman at Philadelphia.
Pa., A. P. Hill announced the called
convention to order and read the convention call. Hill made a sDeech in
which he lauded Champ Clark and
urged the nomination for President.
There was a sham contest over tho
25cB
&
temporary chairmanship which went.
to J. W. Norment by 19 votes as
Furnished rooms in connection. . Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
against 17 for Marcelino Garcia, thus
deciding that the convention would ho
G. LL'PE HERRERA,
? ::
Prop
controlled by the adherents of Champ 222San Francisco Street
ciarK.
The following committees were then

Proprietor

si

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

Night.

Regular Meals

3

appointed:
Credentials Karl Green.

Marrelinn
Garcia, Ramon Sandoval, Touias Archi- oeque, Dr. TJ. O. Harrison.
Permanent Organization and Order
of Business: A. P. Hill, W. A. Williams,
K. S. Cooper, A. M. Vigil.
Resolutions: A. Hall. Dr. J. H. Sloan
J. S. Candelario, Flavio Silva and J.
P. Gonzales.
The permanent organization
was
Melvin T. Dunlavy. rhai rman. whn
however, later took the floor to lend
the Welson forces: Euloeio Marti
Tomas Ortiz, Severiano Rivera, vice- presidents; Cipnano Lucero. awre.
tary; Ed Tafoya and Asrensinn Pool
interpreters. As the New Mexican
went to press, a bitter fieht was nn
in which the Clark adherents worked
for an instructed deleeation. and th
Wilson followers advocated an unin- structed delegation.
Conventions in Other Counties.
At Carlsbad. Saturday, the
county Democrats instructed for Clark
and also for M. C. Stewart for delegate
to the Baltimore
convention. The
delegates named to the Clovis convention are: G. V. McCrary, B. C.
Gayle Talbot, Whit Wright. J.I
R. Pistole. J. H. Jackson T.I. VmJ
son. A. C. Heard. J. W. Armstrong P
D. Stennis, Jr., W. G. Cowan, H. &
Stewart, j. S. Crozier, Cnarits Stocks,
and M. B. Culpepper.
At Capitan, the Democrats of Lincoln county, named an uninstructed
delegation headed by Governor McDonald, as follows: W. C. McDonald,
A. H. Hudspeth, John H.
Haley, Lon
Jenkins, J. M. Penfield, George
L. H. Dow and Frank Salazar.
Alternates George L. Ulrlck, W. G.
Wells, W. J. Doering, Modesto Chavez,
John C. West, Rumaldo Fresquez,
Scipio Salazar and George A. Montgomery.
The Sandoval county Democratic
convention at Bernalillo did not instruct its delegates but they are for
Clark. The delegates named are:
James H. Madden, Algodones; Luciano Mondragon, Bernalillo;
Robert
Cameron, Bernalillo; Adelberto C. de
Baca, Bernalillo;
Marcelino IRaea,
Pena Blanca; Escolastico C. de Baca,
Pena Blanca; John W. Sullivan, Los
Huerta, and Enrico Gurule, Placita.
Hig-gin-

COMPANY

THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE

OF PITTSBURG, PA.

Writes the Most Liberal Forms of Insurance for

MEN, YOUNG MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

Let us explain to you The Famous
GENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL
"Self-Sustaini-

far in the lead. Safford pitched the
first three innings and allowed 'only S.
two hits and two runs. In the fourth,
Lopez started to pitch and before the , ...
side was retired, six runs ha'd been
scored by the Duke City aggregation.
He was hit hard and was wild, and in
the fifth Inning four more runs were

Policy."

ng

SANTA FE, N. M.

C. Buff Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.

$ 1 .50 ,

scored from him.

In the fifth, Beam relieved iiopez,
and no more runs were made, by the
visitors. The Albuquerque teant was
greatly strengthened by the,, three
star St. Michaels' College players, Gomez. Griego and Anaya. These three
college players won the game for Dan
Padilla's team. Gomez secured two
hits and three runs out of five .times
up at bat. Griego secured three hits
out of five times up, besides catching
a nice game. Anaya swatted the pill
for three bases in the fourth inning
with two men on bases. The features
of the game were a home run hit by
Pete Berardinelli in the third inning
with one man on base, the pitching
of Beam, and the batting of Griego
for Albuquerque and Frye and Anderson for Santa Fe.
The Santa Fe band was present
and rendered splendid music which
added greatly to the enjoyment of the
afternoon.
Next Sunday, Manager
Digneo will journey down with his
team to Albuquerque end he expects
to turn the tables on Dan Padilla. If
the fans continue to atteud the games
like they did yesterday, Santa Fe will
'
surely have a winning team. '

3 Eggs

"CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone Red 204.

-

315

Palace

Beam, p
Marez

.1

- Totals

34 11 12 27

"

Av

0
9

S

Marez ran for Alarid in first and
fifth.
y
Score by innings:
0O0 12
Albuquerque
3 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 011
Santa Fe
Summary: Two base hit,
Frye;
three base hit, Anaya; home run, P.
Berardinelli. Stolen bases: Kunz, Salazar, Valvevalde, Anaya, Koch, Clan,
cy (2), Anderson (2), Marez. Sacrifice
hits: Anaya, Koch, Clancy, Anderson,
Beam. Sacrifice fly: Kunz. Hit ; by
.pitched ball: By O'Bannon (J. Berar
dinelli); by Lopez (Salazar, Valdevalde). First on errors: Albuquerque
6 Santa Fe 1. Left on bases: Albuquerque 7, Santa Fe 2. Struck out: By
O'Bannon 9, Safford 1, Lopez 0, Beam
7.
Bases on balls: Off O'Bannon 2;
Safford 1; Lopez 0; Beam 1. Pitchers'
record: Off O'Bannon 12 hits and" 11
runs in nine innings. Off Safford,, 2
runs and 2 hits in 3 innings. Off LoAlbuquerque.
innings.
pez, 6 hits and 10 runs in 1
Ab. R. H. PO.'Aj E. Off Beam, 3 hits and 0 runs in 4
Kunz, cf ...
;....3 0 0
innings. Double play: Alarid to P.
Warn, ss. . .
.2..P Berardinelli, to Anderson. Wild pitch-es- :
0 2
Bivo, 2b. ..
O'Bannon 3. Time of game 2 h. 25
Salazar,'3b.
inln.
Umpire, Henry Alarid. Scorer,
s
4
Valdevalde, lb.
.
Daniel C. Ortiz.
5
Gomez, rf.
ALBUQUERQUE TWELVE;
SANTA FE ELEVEN. O'Bannon, p.
"The New Mexican I rrntlng Com5
Griego, c
pany v' always prepared to turn but
4
If
Dan Padilla'i Aggregation Trounced Anaya,
you'r trief and transcript work quickthe Santa Fe Boys In a Game
and at the right price. Give us
ly,
40 12 11 ,27
Totals
Full of Hits and Errors.
trial.
a
Santa Fe.
Ab. R'. H. PO. A. E.
It "will not pay you to waste your
(By Daniel C. Ortiz.)
rf.
4 2 1 3 0 0
Before a large and enthusiastic Koch,
time
writing, out your legal forms
2
2b
;...5 0 2 1
can get them already print-crowd yesterday afternoon at the Col- Alarid, 3b
you
j when
j
4 1 1 1 2
Clancy,
lege Grounds, the Albuquerque Grays Anderson, lb
4 2 3 8 0
defeated the Santa Ve team in an
Company.
Frye, If.
,..5 0 3 2 1
slugging match. It was in- P. BerardlnelU, ss. . . .4 1 2 3 1
deed a great dissappointment for the Stanton, cf.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
3
0
fans and especially for the players to J. Berardinelli, c. , . . . 2 2 0
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
1
see the Albuquerqueans
the Safford, p.
of the time and works lor the
1 0 0
grab
up
game after the Santa Fe team vaf id LopeJ, p.
1
Kim-brel-

l,
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CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Ribera, clerk of the school
district at uiorieta, is in the city on
Henry

businels.

Business

National
Committeeman
Solomon
Luna returned to his home in Los
Lunas Saturday.
Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San
Miguel county, returned to his home in
Las Vegas yesterday.
J. D. X. Vceder, the attorney of Las
Vegas, is in the city on legal business.
He is at the Palace.
Miss Blakesley of El Paso is visiting with her sister Mrs. H. B. Holt for
a few days. Las Cruees Democrat.
E. V. Dobson, the attorney of Albuquerque, is in the city on legal business. He :U stopping at the. Montezuma,
.Tames D. Davidson, the attorney of
Albuquerque, arrived fn Santa Fe yes
terday afternoon and is a guest at the
Palace.
Neil B. Field, the attorney of Albu- mierque, arrived in the city yesterday afternoon and registered at the
Palace.
Filadelfo
Baca, assistant superin
tendent of public instruction left the
city yesterday for his home in Las
Vegas.
Mrs. C. W. Fairfield returned yes
terday from a five weeks' visit with
her sister, Mrs. D. E. Clarkson of Al
buquerque.
Jose D. Sena and Charles Bundayar
arrived yesterday from Santa Fe, and
will spend a day or so in Albuquer
que. Albuquerque Journal.
Oscar Blueher, a young man of Al
buquerque, was in the city yesterday
on business. He returned to his home
this morning.
Paul A. Walter, of the Carson Indian
school at Carson, Nevada, arrived in
Santa Fe Saturday and registered at
the Montezuma.
Leandro Sena, editor of La Estrelle,
arrived in the city from his home in
Santa Rosa yesterday and is a guest
at the Coronado.
Malaquias Martinez, coal oil in
spector, arrived in the Capital from
his home in Taos yesterday and regis
tered at the Coronado.
President F. H. H. Roberts, of the
Normal University, member of the
state board of education, departed for
his home in Las Vegas yesterday.
T. J. Smith, of Chicago, and Jepp

Your Patronage Solicited
.

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN

All the care, study and experience and all that
they cost does, not show, but when you have

found out

that---

The colors do not
The stitches hold

'

fade

The buttons stay on
,The buttonholes do not
The garment lose

'

rjbLtoyV

comfortable fitting proportions,

--

Then you'll appreciate those hidden qualities
that were given to you when you bought

Arrow

shirts
PEABODY

& COMPANY, Troy, N.Y.

Makers of Arrow Collars and Shirtl

P.

V,

O. Box, 219.

Phone 36.

Glorieta Battle Field
FOR SALE

'iKft Af OP DATPWTRn DAVTH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under
Young orchard of best varieties.

cultivation.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold alt once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

large display of trimmed
hats, patterns, shapes, etc
MRS. W. L1NDHARDT.
125 Palace Ave.

Phone, Red 189.

SURETY

BONDS,

:
-

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Montezuma.
C. M. ForaUer, 1
S. marshal, and
W. R. Forbes, deputy, arrived in the
Capital yesterday and were present
at the opening of the federal district
court today.
Alvan N. White, state superintendent of public instruction, spent yesterday here, leaving last night for Los
Angeles with the local Shriners. Albuquerque Journal.
Representative John Baron Burg
spent Sunday at his home here, returning to Santa Fe in time for the
opening of the house again Tuesday. Albuquerque Journal.
S. B. Davis, Jr., United States attorney, arrived in the city from his
home in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon for the sessions of the federal
court which began this morning.
W. G. Brown expects to leave for
Santa Fe today, provided the condition
of his little daughter, who has been
ill for several days, will warrant his
leaving. Mr. Brown goes to the capital to serve as a petit juror of the
United States district court. Carlsbad Argus.
George W. Peters of the Selig Polyscope Company, will arrive in Santa
Fe tonight with his moving picture
machine and will go to the Rito de los
Frijoles tomorrow to take several
films. He will ulso take pictures in
and around Santa Fe under the auspices of the Chamber of Commerce.
Miss Helen Heacock, daughter of
Judge W. C. Heacock, was yesterday
morning united in marriage to C. Roland Ellis, official of the Bureau of Animal Industry.
The wedding
ceremony was performed by Rev. Hugh
A. Cooper at the Presbyterian parsonFirst Transcontinental Tour of
age. Albuquerque Journal.
Charles M. Schwab, of Sou'h Bethlehem, Pa., and one of the men at the
top of the industrial ladder, was a
visitor in Albuquerque
yesterday
while No. 2 was here. He was traveling in his private car, "Loretto," to
Chicago, after an extended stay on
the coast. He was accompanied by
his secretary, Joseph Ray, and several others. Albuquerque Journal.
Announcements of the marriage of
Miss Edna Robinson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Calvin Robinson, to Dr.
Dramatization by Eugene Pres-bur- y Frank Eustace Mera at Chicago, on
Thursday of last week, have been reof Rex Beach's great
1
ceived
in Santa Ke where both of the
story of the frontier
young people are well know n and popAlaska.
ular. Dr. Mera being proprietor of
Complete Scenic Production, Sunmount and Miss Robinson and her
j
full New York cast.
mother having resided in this city the
5!
Direct from the long run at the past few years, Mr. and Mrs. Mera
will be at home at Sunmount
New Amsterdam Theatre,
k
after
Julv 1.
WITH
Delegate W. H. Andrews went to
Albuquerque yesterday.
B. J. Viljoen of Las Mesa, N. M., is
as
in El Paso en route to his home at
La Mesa. He says he was advised by
s
physicians that the climate at
was not good for his l'ings. He
ii
PRICES, 75c, $1.00 AND $1.50. says that the federal government has
no Yaqui Indians enrolled i nits army,
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store,
but has a force of about 400 men on
Tuesday, May 7th,
the Arizona-Sonorborder, some of
them Pima and others Maya Indians,
who will march into Chihuahua to
form a Junction with the federals at
Torreon. El Paso Herald.
H.
Superintendent Avery Turner of the
Santa Fe system, with headquarters at
in
Amarillo, Texas, is an
New Mexico. He rode on the first loSafe
comotive In New Mexico and came to
Santa Fe overland, on October 16,
1S74, stopping at the Fonda, later the
USE
Exchange hotel. He resided here for
o year and knew the old timers well.
He was on the first train that pulled
into Santa Fe and has been closely
AND YOUR BREAD TR OU BL
identified with the men who made the
ARE OVER.
Santa Fe system one of the greatest
railroad properties on earth, he himself having contributed materially to
Flour quality varies acthat triumph.
cording to wheat quality.
The first of the commencements of
Poor wheat means poor
the 1912 season is that of the Presbyflour, poor flour means
terian Mission Schools for boys and
poor bread. The gluten
girls in this city. Last evening, Rev.
elein hard wheat is the
B. Z. McCullough at the First Presbyment that makes the
terian church preached the baccalau-rat- e
bread raise. Hard wheat
sermon on the text: "Remember
is rich in gluten that's
Lot's Wife." Tomorrow evening at
why it's hard. The more
the Allison school, will take place the
gluten the wheat conannual entertainment, and on Wednestains the less flour you
day evening at the
Presbyterian
have to use that's why
church the commencement exercises,
the use of BOSS PATENT
the class address to be made by R. W.
FLOUR means real econD. Bryan, an Albuquerque
attorney
and president of the board of regents
omy, better results and
of the New Mexico University.
better treatment of your
Rev. F. L. Schaub Is the superindigestive organs. :: ::
tendent of the two schools which for
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, many years have been doing a blessed
work In New Mexico. He has gathered around him an efficient staff of inGrapes, Oranges,
structors and the course offered by the
schools Is practical, as well as fully
The two
up to scholarly standards.
for
School
the
James
Mary
schools,
VEGETABLES
DAILY.
FRESH
Boys and the Allison School for Girls,
were built and are being maintained
for the development of the citizenship and the womanhood of New MexGO, ico by the Woman's Board of Home
Missions of the Presbyterian church,
which In the school year Just closing
expended $36,000. Between 700 end
800 children have been under constant

The
BarrieR

f

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

NECIA

t

Woman's Board run up to $00,000 and

I JO

Red.

Guy-ma-

IE

8

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

When Your GlassesBreak BossPatent Flour
SEND THEM TO

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED

BY FIRST MAIL.

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
MiJ I HHHik

Just Received, a New Line of

.

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes

i

(

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

-

'
I

B.TONNIES,

'.

Inspect Them.

204 W. Palace Ave.

ay

ed

STOCK MARKET WAS
FLABBY DURING DAY.

Greatest Decline Was Experienced
United States Steel Feeble

men's and misses' shoes made by Krippendorf

by

Dittman that are hard to beat at half price.

Rally Toward Noon.

Original Sale Price was

(By Special LonsMJ Wire to New Mexican)
New York, X. Y., May 6. The be
ginning of the formal hearing in the
government's suit against, the United
and the
States Steel corporation,
strike of the Chicago railroad freight
handlers, were among factors that
caused weakness
of today's early
stock market. United States Steel
a
was steadily offered down to 65
from Saturday.
loss of 3
Union Pacific, Southern
Pacific,
Canadian Pacific, Amalgamated Copper and American Smelting fell two
points. The low level of the early
trading resulted in a complete loss of
a majority of the gains made during
the rise of the last six weeks.
The selling appeared to be made up
in equal parts of bear pressure and
liquidation of long stocks. A feeble
rally in the second hour was followed
by renewed offerings of United States
Steel in blocks of thousands of shares
at a further loss. Bonds were easy.
The recovery of the early afternoon
was brief duration, the market again
United
unsettled when
becoming
States Steel fell lower than before.
Union Pacific also went under its
early decline.
The market closed heavy. Reading
was the feature of the last hour, sell
Renewed weakness
ing up to 173
in steel produced recessions in the fi
nal dealing.
Cotton.
New York, N. Y., May 6. Spot Cotton closed steady and twenty points
Middling uplands, 11:80:
higher.
middling gulf, 12.05: sales. 2,910 bales.
Closing Quotations.
N. Y., May 6. Cajl
New York
(S3 ; prime paper, 4 to
money, 2
4
Mexican do'lars,
silver, 60
4S; copper, 15.4015.62; tin, 44.25
45.70; lead, 4.10(54.17
amalgamated. 80
sugar, 128; Atchison, 105;
New York
Great Northern, 130
Northern Pacific,
Central, 117
118
Southern
Reading, 172
Union Pacific, ICS;
Pacific, 109
Steel, 65
Steel, pfd. ex div, 110

I

Grape Fruit, Apples.

P. S.

HUE 8

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

.

$2.25, now $1.00

.

.

$3.00 to

4.00, now 1.50
Misses' Grammar School Shoes, $1.50 to $2.25, now $ .75 and $1.00
1.15 '
25
1.75 to 2.25, "
"
"
Barefoot Sandals
1.00
90 to 1.65,
.50
AH our shoes are on the Bargain Counter, and these prices
are made to move and convert them into money. No charge
made on this lot. It will pay you to borrow the cash and pay
50 per cent., if necessary, for them. You will save money.

S

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
Representing the

The Price Maker

ROYAL TAILORS.

INSURANCE- -

FIRE

FIRE

r0
and
J
and Jefferson Sts.

YOU WANT TO PURCHASE a four room
House
Lot on corner of San Francisco
that will ADVANCE IN

VALUE?

no

2

c

Santa Fe,

8, Capital City Bank Building,

Room

r

Cash Proposition.

A

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

73

Z

ora

N. M.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

4

DO IT

1

RIGHT!

When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE

.3--

8

When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

Stamped Linens,

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

Doilies, Center Pieces,

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Towels, Dresses,

Scarfs and Sets.

MISS

A.

.

MUGLER,

Southeast of Plaza.

Narcissus, Daffodils
Many Fine Varieties

a

S.

Next Door to Postoffice,

F you wear shoes and think you will need
anything in that line it will pay you to
look over our offerings this week. We determined, some six months ago, to com
pletely close our entire line of shoes, and have
sold every pair of men's and women's high
shoes we had, but have a nice selection of children's, misses' and women's low Oxfords.
These we are offering to-dat much below
our first cost. No old, shelf-handlgoods to
show you, but new styIes-up-toda- te
goods that
are dependable. Some splendid numbers wo-

training not sectarian, while the enrollment has been over a thousand. In
Santa Fe, expenditures
have been
$1,000 per month and the enrollment
was . with an average attendance of
SO.
For the coming year, the requisitions for this work filed with the

Lucretia Del Valle

INSURANCE,

argain Counter
Specials.

FASHIONABLE MILLIN-- i
ERY. Come and see ourj

of Representa-

Thursday. May 9th

IN

WE

carry the most
complete stock in

the expenditure of this sum, aside
Clancy, brother
from the fact that it goes for educa
tive Juan J. Clancy, arrived in the city
is a factor in local prosperity.
yesterday afternoon from his home in tion,
Fort Sumner and is stopping at the
C. C.

ELK'S THEATRE

$1.50 and $2.00

CLUETT.

Locke of Aguilnr, Colorado, arrived in
the city Saturday and left for a hunting triii on tiie Pecos this morning.
Miss Jouctt Fall of Kl Paso, th.)
yotinpest daughter of Senator A. B.
Kail, is spending a few Uiys with Mrs.
L. L. Roberts.
l,as Cruces Democrat.
Jackson Agee, former treasurer of
Grant county, arrived in the city from
his home in Silver City Saturday after
noon and is a guest at the Montezuma
George W. Seers, W. C. Roberts and
Robert Prewitt are government survey
ors who are in the city from Albu
querque. They are at the Montezuma.
Avery Turner,
superintendent of
the A. T. and S. F. R. R. at Amarilla,
Texas, arrived in Santa Fe Saturday
afternoon and registered at the Palace.
Alvan N. White, superintendent of
public instruction left Santa Fe yesterday afternoon for Los Angeles
where he will attend the Shriners'
convention.

X. SI.

ELK'S THEATRE

old-tim-

themums, and other hardy perennials.

JAMES

May 8th, 1912.

Tulips

50c and 75c per doz.

pansv Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan- -

PI ANT

ONE NIGHT ONLY

AND

C. McCONVERY,
415 Palace Avenue.

::::

Phone. Black 204.

THE CELEBRATED

rtiU

SCHUBERT

J

AND LADY QUARTETTE.

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

Assisted by the Famous Entertainer
ANNA

PEARL

at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Silverware, Cut Qlass, DecoEvery Description.
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

The Best of Everything

WEATHERINGTON

and the Celebrated Younit American
lin and Mandolin Virtuoso

TKOS. VALENTINE

EWELRY

Vio-

PURGELL

C. YONTZ,

.

Reliable Jeweler

piwrum entirely free from
dullness and consisting of

n a delightful

Lady Quartettes, Violin and Vocal
Solos, Mandolin and Guitar Club,
Comic and Serious Readings,

&

PHONE 85 MAIN.

50c

eAA1
SWASTIKA

DON'T MISS THIS TREAT.

CEE nilB DDAfiD

A

M

ITSELF!

AfD

R

ETA

1

1

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot-

ICE CREAM
vanilla. Cream 5 cts. per gallon
etra for small lots. Cream guaranteed piire.
A.J.JAMES, : MORIARTY, N.M

WHOLESALE

LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

IT SPEAKS VOli

Made to order at THE JERSEY
RANCH, Moriarty, N. M. 80 cts.
per gallon in 5 gallon lots for plain

Street

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Etc., Etc
ENTERTAINMENT that is
enjoyable aliketuthe musician and masses.

Etc,

A MUSICAL

Prices, $1.00, 75c

Saa Franciso

,

I

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S
fm

vi- u:
line

-

pvuai
i.. ap- a-;

Ob a

CORRICK'S HACK LINEf

R.,;.
a&-w

J

?

aa

THEODORE C0RRICK,
:::
Phone Black 132.

Prop'r'

T
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Pacific

Housework Irradgery !
h!TLml al,ay

i,4

Louis Rocky
Railway

dents, for somehow, the impression
still prevails, that the University is a
mere college, attended by youths from
14 to 18, instead of
young men from
Is! to 25 years. After the
concert, the
Woman's Auxiliary of the Sluseum,
under whose auspices the concert, was
given, entertained the visitors at the
home of Judge and Mrs. McFie on Capitol Hill. Several hours were spent
most pleasantly in social intercourse,
merriment and doing justice to the delicious refreshments.

Housework is drudgery for the weak woman. She brushel, dusts
and scrubs, or
t the many details of the household, her back act.,
"te,nd'"3
ins
nerves quivering under the stress of
possibly diz.y
feelings. Sometimes rest in bed :s not refreshing, because the pain,tired
nerves do
poor
Dot permit of refreshing sleep. The real need of
nervouc women is satisfied
weak,
by Dr. Pierce s favorite Prescription, and as Mrs. Briggs and otnera
icstify:

Company

MONDAY,

It Makes Weak Women Strong and Sick Women Well.
" removes the cause of women's weaknewt

MAY 6, 1912.

NATURE'S
TONIC

majority of persons need a tonic in the Spring or early
kfTli
yte?a "nd9rges a change at this season aid the entire

5!?'
wotTPweiJ
if- -

E

gal

disturb.ed- -

bodily weakness, a tired,
a half sick feeling and I
stemfshow
that
the blood weak or
fXmLTnd aTlnli"0?
tonic is needed to
.Tierce
is
'Head Down)
let
to
Anril'Wth. 1912.
lu
and
know
perfectly
ennch
willing
the blood. The use of S. S. S. at thUtol deraneed
what
system
(Read TP)
,.his favorite
everyone
Prescription " contains.a complete list of
sickness, and it will certainly prepare you forlhe
(2)11
20
12
l3) 1
U) 1
Miles
STATIONS
longsPeiof
fTATcf
(3i
(3i
on the
(1)2
Do not let any druggist
Many pe. pie have put off using a tonic until the
ptrsuade you that his unknown composition is "just as good"
p m
a. m
became so weakened and depleted it could
a ui
in
p rn
p m
not successful tow off dieaS
m or jer that he may make a
0
Lv.. Ilea Moines, N. M...Ar
9io
9 00
bigger profit.
WHEAT PRICES EOUNCE
40
...
4
KnniKldo
M
SIRS. Bbazitx Brtoos, of S3 X.
other
10 1)6
S.
sickness.
II
S.
8 30
S.
debilitating
is
liedman
Washington
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That Is Part of Senator Fall's Plan dation of visitors. He also may sell likewise encouraged by the Missouri
"""
for Mescalero National Park
pm
matured, dead or down timber in the state report and the absence of rain
in Otero County.
park, the proceeds thereof to be placed in Kansas. The market opened
Connects at Colfax wiih E. P. S, W. Ry. train North.
to
in the treasury of the United States J
$ Stage for Van Houten. X. M., meets trains at Preston,
X. M.
higher. July at the outset ranged from 113
Senator Fall has introduced the fol to be used for the benefit of the
to 114 a train of
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
park to
1
Sierra County.
and later rose to 114
The
the new crusher is in place and will
except Sunday. Fare 2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- lowing bill in the. United States Sen- and the Indians.
The Hermosa Consolidated at
gage carried free.
ate:
Sec. 3. The Mescalero Indians shall dose was easy with July
shortly be put in commission. Seven
net
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, X. II., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; ar'will put in some new machin-erhigher at 114
That all the lands within the pres- always have free grazing for their
tons of ore
There was
in the mill. The stamps will be hundred and thirty-twrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
selling present boundary lins of the Mescalero own stock; all surplus land may be sure in corn. considerable
were
milled
the
The
week and
added
to
during
acreaee
increased
with
(1) Daily.
Huntingtons for fine
Apache Indian reservation in the state leased for the benefit of the Indians. in Missouri had its influence on the
10.002 Troy ounces of gold and silver
the
F. M. WILLIAMS,
and
slimes
(2) Daily except Sundays.
will
grinding
resulting
The
mineral land laws of the United bear side.
of New Mexico, be reserved and withJuly opened unchanged to be handled on Fruhvanners of a type bullion were melted in the second 10
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdajs, Thursday and Saturdays.
drawn from settlement, occupation, States are extended over the park; ento 77
up at 771-touched Kimilar to chose in use in the Chino
or disposal under the laws of the Unit- tries may be made by Indians whether 77
day clean up in April and 11.200
and then declined to 77. mill at Hurley
Sierra Free PresS.
citizens
not.
or
ed States and shall be dedicated and
The close was weak,
pounds of high grade concentrates
down at
James W. Miller, a well known min- were
Sec. 4. The sum of one hundred 76
set apart as a public park, or pleasshipped. At the Deadwood mines
man
of
El
died
suddening
Paso,
very
ure ground for the benefit and enjoy- and fifty thousand dollars is hereby
Traders in the oats crowd took their ly in that. city. He had but a short 300 tons of ore were mined during
the past week and development was
ment of the people of tho United appropriated on the treasury of the cue from the fine weather. July start- time
before his death taken a lease
States under the name of "Mescalero United States for the erection of build- ed a shade to
lower at 53
to and bond on the Squirrel group of advanced 15 feet. The mill is running
of roads, 53
National Park;" and all persons who ings and constructions
reacted to 53
and after- mines at Kingston upon which work full capacity mostly on Deadwood ore,
shall locate or settle upon or occupy bridges, and other improvements of ward dropped to 53
is progressing; Mr. Miller at the time though an appreciable tonnage of custom ore is being treated. Fifteen sacks
A falling off i nthe hog
the same or any part thereof except the park.
receipts of his death was about to close a deal
of concentrates and the regular bulwest as compared with the previous of a like nature on
as herein provided shall be considered
the Garfield and lion
week served to strengthen provisions. Butler mines in this
shipment was made. The Oaks
trespassers and removed therefrom; j"HUMOR OF THE HOUR"
district. The proswere
Company sent 20 tons of ore to the
First
PROVIDES
7
sales
to
DELIGHTFUL
TREAT.
unchanged
Provided, That nothing herein conpectors who are representing the Deadwood
mill from the week's develhigher, wit hSeptember delivery 19.50 Gold Coin Mining Company, of Colotained shall effect any valid existing
for pork; 11.30 to 11.32
for lard rado, and who have been stationed opment on the Pacific mine. A camp
claim, location, or entry under the University of New Mexico Entertainhas been established at the Johnson
USE THE
and 10.67
and 10.70 for ribs.
ment Pleased Representative
about three miles north of Kingston,
land laws of the United States, or the
Audience
at
Elks'
Theatre.
have moved their camp over to a fork mine and shipments will be Btarted.
right of any such claimant, locator, or
The Alberta Mining Company's
adIN
on the Animas.
SPLIT
ARKANSAS
to
They expect to be vance of the east
full
and
the
benefit '
entrynian
ise
drift from crosscut
"The Humor of the Hour," as interREPUBLICAN PRIMARY. stationed in that locality for about two
of his land; Provided; That the sectunnel continues in mill ore. The
months, and will then move th;ir
retary of the interior shall cause to preted by the University of New MexGold and Copper company's
ico
of
Roosevelt
to
the number of
Vietorio Mogollon
Entertainers,
League and State Central camp south
Kingston.
be surveyed all arable lands along the
Chief Copper Mining and Smelting winze in Little Charlie tunnel is beCommittee Will Meet Tonight at
entire course and within the follow- twenty, at the Elks' Theatre on Sat-- :
sunk in good ore. Treasure MinLittle Rock.
Company of Cutter, X. M., has gone ing and
day evening, was a musical success
ing named canyons;
Reduction Company sent 400
Tularosa,
ing
Leased
tEv
Wire
into
New
of
Special
to
a
the
hands
Mexican)
Mr.
that
H.
J.
receiver,
greatly pleased the represent
tons of ore to the mill to be treated
Elk, Silver Spring, White Tail, CherSHORTEST LINE TO
Weston
Little
6.
The
been
havinc
named
Rock,
Taft
Ark., May
receiver
audience present. In dash, har
okee, Xorth Carrizo, Solcn Rinconada
and Roosevelt forces in Arkansas will for the company. Hillsboro Advo- - during the week. Mine developments
and Xogal and such other in former mony, originality, no glee club from measure
continue in good ore.
strength in meetings today cate.
i
selections as have heretofore been any university in the land could have and tomorrow.
ReDenver, Colorado
The
fifth
district
Pueblo
Socorro
excelled
and
few
would
j
have reached
County.
Xew Slexicau Want ads always
made, and are now being occupied or
publican convention tonight probably
At the Ernestine Mining Company,! brings results.
cultivated by Indians for agricultural the same high standard maintained will result in a
men
claim
Taft
split.
The songs most of them
purposes; all of which said lands shall throughout.
regularity for the meeting they will
be allotted in severality to the Mesca- original, words and music, president have and the Roosevelt
workers make
of the University, being the comlero Apache Indians; and such lands Gray
counter claims. The contest will be
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
and
were
poser
and
poet,
yet
catchy,
as are now being used by the United
were artistically well wrought. Such carried to Chicago. The Roosevelt Re
States government for schools, agency
as "Champ, Champ, Champ," publican League of Arkansas and the
songs
and other purposes shall be surveyed
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
Republican State Central Committee,!
are
likely to be sung and whistled in will have
and permanently reserved or for the
meetings tonight in advance!
corner
of
land
every
the
the
during
Rooms With Bath,
benefit of any church, school, or perof the state convention which will
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
next few months, and on Saturday evmanent reservation in the following
take place tomorrow.
down
House.
the
The
sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, all in ening brought
costuming in a hunting and in a suftewnship 11 S. "R. 10, E. for a Xation-a- l
fragette song were striking and during
Sanitarium for the treatment of the
latter there were bursts of laughtubercular Indians of the United
ter and spontaneous applause. Miss
States.
Palace.
Howell with her solos pleased imAvery Turner, Amarillo, Texas.
Sec. 2. The same shall be under
several
mensely and was recalled
E. Z. Ross, Chicago.
the control of the secretary of the in- times. Miss Sparks of this city acThis is something new for a Denver Hotel.
T. L. Lincoln, Kokomo, Ind.
NEW
terior
who
MEXICO.
ROSWELL,
shall make and publish companied her. The manager as well
J. Bitteman, Denver.
rules and regulations for the care of as the director of the entertainers, as
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
A. Dunn, Roswell.
The Wst Point of the Southwell"
ft
X"' a.
the patient, of fish and game and for well as the performers, added anoth
Oscar Blueher, Albuquerque.
Ranked by United States War Deday. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
the construction and maintenance of er triumph to those achieved in Texas,
G. W. Prichard, City.
Institupartment ai "Distinguished
roads, bridges, trails, telephone lines, Missouri and Kansas towns. Santa Fe
John Beat Roswell.
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
etc. The secretary of the interior may people were rather
W. S. Rodney, Roswell.
surprised at the
Department.
execute leases not exceeding ten acres maturity and manliness of the 6tu- Proof Annex, every room with bath.
J. D. Wr. Veeder, Las Vegas.
Through Academic course, preparX.
B.
Field,
Albuquerque.
ing young men for college or business
C. SI. Foraker, Albuquerque.
life. Great amount of open air work.
W. R. Forbes, Albuquerque.
Healthiest location of any Military
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
school in the Union. Located in the
J. D. Davidson, Albuquerque.
A3TD
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
S. B. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas.
of the West at an elevation of 37uO
Montezuma.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
C. C. Hill, Roswell.
Jay. but little rain or snow during ths
J. M. Watson, Denver.
season.
The Schubert Mandolin and Guitar possession of Miss del Valle, and are
J. S. Coppedge, Denver.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Club will render some very bewitch- worn in the third act of "The Barrier."
H. A. Shome, Santa Rita.
all graduates from standard eastern
ing selections at the Schubert's con- A brief sketch of her professional caC. S. Brown, Albuquerque.
Ten buildings,
colleges.
cert on May 8, at the Elks' theater.
throughly
reer
W. D. Bougher, St. Louis.
is interesting. She is of the Unifurnished, heated, lighted and modem
W. M. Potsch, St. Joseph.
versity of Southern California, was a
to all respects.
Actress Engaged for "The Barrier." "Theta
Thomas E. Young, Chicago.
Sigma Mu" girl, and ran away
REGEXTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Paul A. Walter, Carson, Xev.
Lucretia del Valle has been engaged from college to the freedom of a
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
T. J. Smith, Chicago.
to play the picturesque role of "Xecia"
career.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
;
in Rex Beach's famous book play of
Padded in between these excitable
Jepp Locke, Aguilar, Colo.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
;
A. C. McEIwain, St. Louis.
Alaskan life. "The Barrier."
Miss moments of her romantic schooldays
R. M. Mattox, Gallup.
and W. A. FIXLEY.
del Valle is a native of California, and her recent steller triumphs in
S. R. Roberts, Albuquerque.
For particulars and illustrated
born on the site of Ramona's home, "The Barrier" are such successes as
J. B. Larrazolo, Las Vegas.
address:
near Santa Barba, which has always "Merely Mary Ann," Sweet Kitty
W. A. Songster, Denver.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
been the property of her father, R. F.
"Top 'O Sly Thumb," etc. Miss
Is
Jackson Agee, Silver City.
del Valle, who was United States sen- del Valle is temperamentally suited to
Superintendent
M. R. Baiter, Fort Sumner.
ator from California for sixteen years. the "Xecia" of the book in a way that
C. C. Clancy, Fort Sumner.
In her nature she retains the early has pleascu the author and the public.
Charles M. Slartin, Portales.
Nothing like having your office up
FOR SALE A lot of second hand romance of this picturesque spot, and She will portray a
bit of
splendid
F. A. Sommers, Denver.
to date. The Clone Wernicke Filing
belting,
pulleys, and shaft- has carried tingling memories of it temperamental acting with "The BarE. X. Rich, City.
and Sectional Unit book cases, not ing; one hangers,
12 horse power and one
into her professional career.
in this city on ths evening of
rier"
2i
P. W. Smith, Denver.
only improve the looks of your office horse power Leffel
Some
of
Ramona's
are
in
the Slay 9 at the Elks' Theatre.
pearls
C. S. Peterson and Sirs. Peterson
but will pay for themselves in the condition; one 40 Engine, :irst clas
horse power locoand baby. Denver.
time they sve you. Wh" not be up motive
type boiler capable of carrying
O. O. Murphy, St. Louis.
to date? New Mexican Printing Com- 75
pounds of steam, paasoj upon by
Harry T. Herring, Las Vegas.
pany.
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
L. C. A. Smith and Mrs. Smith, Den
and
piping
valves; a 50 gallon gnso-linver.
All legal blanks are
acprepared
tank, with other
items.
Sir. and Mrs. E. E. Breese, Las Ve
cording to the Statutes of Xew Mex- Any of these items will sundry
be sold cheap
gas.
ico, new State form, for sale by the if taken at once. If
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Gibson, Las Velnier,ate;l
Xew Mexican Printing Company.
the Xew Mexict'i Printing Comgas.
pany, Santa Fe. Xc.t Mexico
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
G. S. Klock, Albuquerque.
Would you wear Hie
sign, "I Am a Back Number?"
Are You a Seller? An advertiseFred J. Petsch, Denver.
DEMOCRATIC
ment in the classified coTumns of the
Ben Strikfaden, Las Vegas.
Of course not. Yet to fall short of your appearance in these
Xew Mexican will put your real
D. W. Condon, Las Vegas.
STATE
on the market effectively. It will
George W. Sears, Albuquerque.
days is equivalent to doing so.
W. C. Roberts, Albuquerque.
put the facts of your property before
You will find the young man who is
Robert C. Prewitt, Albuquerque.
T
i
getting there Is, In
LiMIUll the eyes of all possible buyers.
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Hotel Arrivals.

THE ALBANY HOTEL

New Mexijo Military
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Be Completed July 1st, 1912.
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SERCHS
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HATEST

CLOVIS, N. M.,

Furnished for attractive enterprises

May 14th, 1912.

One and

fare for the
round trip from all points
in New Mexico,
one-thir- d

$19.10
From Santa Fe, N. M.
DATES OF SALE :
May 1 1th to 14th,

Return Limit, May 10th,

EUQPEAN "CAPITAL
in all substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Elec
trie Powers, Irrigations, Timber,
Min-mf-

Agricultural

&

Industrial.

Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for Europeau
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
handled.
Miscellaneous commissions p.na op
ders of all characters accepted for execution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosfng full
de-tri-ls

at first

1912.

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY."

SUCCESS

ng

THE INTERNATIONAL

invited.
BANKERS

ALLIANCE

Bloomsburv
Street
London, England,

"it

imv

'

ai

m

id
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Coronado.
Slalaquias Slartinez, Taos.
Reyes SIartinz, Taos.
Pablo Gonzales, Pecos.
A. O'Bannon, Albuquerque.
James Bibo, Albuquerque.
Dan Padilla, Albuquerque.
Richard Varde Vel De, Albuquerque
G. Salazar, Albuquerque.
R. Salazar, Chicago.
A B. Rodriguez, Chicago.
Frank D. Warren, San Francisco.
Bill Davis, EI Paso.
J. E. Edington, Alamogordo.
Leandro Sena, Santa Rosa.
G. Garcia, Glorleta.
Elias SI. Vigil, Albuquerque.
Deed

Recorded A
Warranty
tanty deed was recorded this morn
ing In the office of M. A. Ortiz, coun
ty clerk, transferring lands in nre-cinct Xo. 3 fon the De Varean iroin
to A. B. Renehan. The consideration

war- -

most every ease,

well dressed.

-

If you are looking upward on the
ladder, let us commend

these

GoUman-Beckm-

an

clothes to your careful consideration

the purchasing power of your dollar does fJest Juty'bi
any
selection you may make from them.

We have just received a few new faLric patterns.

F.H.GERDES
Cash Store.

was nominal.
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SELLING PRICE IS MARKED ON THEM IN
PLAIN FIGURES AND MEANS A SPECIAL
Goods are sold FOR CASH ONLY.
BARGAIN.

No

Below Cost.

Charges

This Sale.

Made During

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.
CHICAGO

WILL HANG

WECHTER

Denies
Supreme Court of Colorado
Him Supersedeas Killed Man
in Denver Cafe.

LyA,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

TIES

the twenty-fou- r
railroads affected by
the strike of (i.imo local freight handlers planned to resume the movement
of freight today, with the assistance
of 1.W0
men.
Assistant
Chief of Police Sclmetiler has taken
personal charge of the arrangements
for maintaining order and has detailed
a large force of
patrolmen to guard the
railroad property. President Flannery
of the "Freight Handlers Union" declared that the strike would spread to
other cities unless the railroads grant- -'
rd the demands of the men in Chicago.
The freight handlers ask a nine hour
working day, an increase of pay and
Saturday afternoon holiday.
non-unio-

The Colorado
Denver, Colo., May
denied a
court
today
slate supreme
convictto
Louis
Wechter,
supersedeas
ed slayer of W. Clifford Burrows.
Wechter is sentenced to be hanged the
week ot August 25. His only hope now
lies in an appeal to Governor Shafroth
for a commutation of sentence.
Burrows was liilled by Wechter in
a down-towcafe the night of Febru
ary 11, 1911. Wechter was accused of
attempting to rob the cafe. At his
trial Wechter denied any intention of
robbery, claiming he entered the cafe
in search of a young woman who had
jilted him.
6

i

n

MARY

STRIKE

UP FREIGHT SHIPMENTS.
(By Special Lnisid Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., May (i. Officials of

ON AUGUST 25.

I

JAMES SCHOOL FOR BOYS AND ALLISON SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

"0
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH.

ic disaster, was opened today at the
MARITIME CONFERENCE
CALLED BY KAISER. department of interior. A large ga; tiering of department officials, repreon sentatives of the
shipConvention at Berlin Deliberates
Life Saving Equipment Needed
ping companies, ship builders, marine
on High Seas.
associations, etc., is present, and questions relating to life saving equipment,
telegraphy,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ocean routes, wireless
to be conBerlin, May 6 The maritime con- bulkheads and speed ire
is
The
conference
sidered.
expected
Williams'
called
at
ference,
Emperor
initiative in conseauence of the Titan to last some time.

1

trans-Atlanti- c

REV.
W ho

B. Z.

McCOLLOUGH,
the Baccalaureate
Sermon.

Preached

a rmi
is

REV. F. L. SCHAUB,

of the Presbyterian
Mission Schools at Santa Fe.

Superintendent

y

5
.fl.'.
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What Car Would You Buy?

The time has passed when automobiles can be sold to you on
their appearances or claims. This is a day when you and every
purchaser must be shown what the car for which you pay your
money will actually perform; what it will do. Beware of an
automobile salesman who attempts to beguile you with a
pleasing story. Tell him to show the goods and prove to you
that his cars are worth the money. Find out whether his car
is a real car or only an assembled automobile built to sell.
You have a right to your money's worth, but it is up to you
to see that you get it. Deeper than all appearances, there
are a few expert tests which ought to be applied to every car.
Who makes the car? Is it an assembled car or made from top
to bottom by one manufacturer? What kind of a guarantee
is on it? Does the manufacturer respect his own product
with a real guarantee, or does he want you to take the chance?
What do parts cost you and how conveniently can you get
them? How many cars of this make are in service and how
many are giving satisfaction? Questions like these go deep into
the heart of the case, and if you put them rigorously upon
any car you will find out with a certainty whether or not that
car is worth its price.
"30" and Flanders "20"
We are selling Studebaker
for
dollar
know
dollar, their equal is not
cars because we
that,
of many thousands of
records
The
market
sold in the
today.
cars in all kinds of service have1 convinced us absolutely.
"30" and Flanders "20" cars are built to
Studebaker
run they sell. If we cannot prove to
because
and
they
run,
test that Studebaker cars are
most
the
under
searching
you
values in the market, we do
automobile
absolutely the best
we
can prove it, ana your
not want your business; but
will
tell you the same thing.
cars
these
drive
who
neighbors
Be an expert when it comes to buying a car. You can, by
getting from us some further ideas on real tests ot an
automobile. Clip the attacnea coupon ana sena it to
4is now because we have something new to tell you
which you ought to know, whatever car you have
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A Step Up

I
Si'

Awaits the Person
Ready for It

Caffeine,

drug
digestion ; has a destructive effect on nerves and brain and
causes various ills which handicap one's physical and mental power.
If this is found true in your case, the thing to da is to
quit the cause coffee or tea and shift to

FOS TUM

It is a palatable beverage made of wheat and contains
rich food elements including the natural Phosphate of
Potash, especially required for rebuilding the tissue cells of
nerves and brain.
Postum is a rebuilder, and
.

"There's a Reason"

Postum Cereal Company Limited,

Batle

Creek, Mich.

WIS

AND POLITICIANS1:1

E-M--

I

dacy of Governor Woodrow Wilson, of
New Jersey, carried by a vote of 46
to 26. The following delegates were
elected to the state convention: T. W.
Holson, S. K. Angle, W. B. Walton, L.
A. Blevins, J. B. Gilchrist, H. J. Mo
Grath, D. H. Tulock, P. H. Williams,
Wayne Mac. Wilson, Ventura Bencomco, James Blair, J. S. Brown, C. S.
Bell, Dave Boyce and Jack Steele.
Charles H. Fox, who had been elected
a delegate, but who withdrew from
the convention was replaced by Jack
Steele, who was chosen, before the
convention adjourned.

-

F

E-M-- F

Grant County Democrats.

The Democrats of Grant county held
their convention at Silver City on Saturday for the purpose of electing fifteen delegates from this county to
th,e state Democratic convention which
meets at Clovis on May 14. After a
stormy, session, a motion to instruct
the delegates to vote In favor of an
Instructed delegation to the Baltimore convention, favoring the candi

m

If You Were an Expert,

r

NEVADA STATE CONVENTION
GOVERNOR WILSON TO
that he stood for Taft and Taft princiCONTROLLED BY TAFT. ples. The program of the Taft forces
CARRY SOUTH CAROLINA.
is for a resolution endorsing Presiof the
He
Declares
PriStands
Chairman
by dent Taft and the instruction
Presidential and Gubernatorial
six delegates to the Chicago National
President and Principles He
maries in Progress Today in
convention for President Taft. RoosHas Advocated,
Palmetto State.
evelt supporters are busy but have
(By Special leased Wire to New MexTcan)
not made their plans public.
L'ouven-tion- s
(By Special Leaseil Wire to New Mexican)
Columbia, S. C, May
6
six
Nevada's
May
Reno, Nev.,
to select delegates to the DemoWOMAN'S SUFFRAGE
cratic state convention on May 25, delegates to the Republican national
CAMPAIGN IN KANSAS.
stete
at
be
named
the
will
convention
were held today in every county in
Falat
in
session
South Carolina. Declarations of pres- convention which is
Jane Addanv nf Hull House, Heads
idential and gubernatorial preferences lon today.
.ted Automobile
Gaily r
The convention is controlled by the
were the features. It was expected
Jarade.
Taft delegates
Governor Woodrow Wilson would be Taft forces, eighty-onendorsed.
Practically no campaign out of a total of 110 having been elect- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
for any other candidate has been ed at the primaries several
Kansas City, Mo., May 6 Jane Ad- L. ago. J. F. Dennis, of Childfield, was
'made here. Governor Coleman
the noted settlement worker of
dams,
Blease and Judge Ira B. Jones are elected chairman of the convention Hull House,
Chicago, entered Kansas
stated
and
convened
It
shortly after
contesting for the governorship.
City today on a four days' campaign
to help the women of Kansas to gain
full suffrage. She headed a gaily decorated automobile parade through
Kansas City, Kansas, delivered an
address in the factory district, another one at the high school and attended a luncheon. Later she left for.
Wichita, to attend the annual convention of the Kansas Equal Suffrage Association. It was the opening demonstration in a campaign that the suf
fragists of the state declare is not to
end till election day next November
When something holds one back, the cam e is often found when the voters will decide whether
the women of Kansas, who for a quarto be an unsuspected habit such as coffee or tea drinking. ter of a century have had municipal
in coffee and tea, interferes with suffrage shall be given full suffrage.
the
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WANTED Board and room, private
family. Will pay $S per week. Phone
Main 211.
S10.00 a day easily made by hustling
agent. Write at once for full information. Arizona Sales Agency, Phoenix,
Arizona.

SOUTHWESTERN
Realty &
Agency, P. O. Box 73, 210
N. Mex.
W. Silver,
Albuquerque,
Wanted 50 Mexican teamsters and laborers at once.
FOR SALE Thirty-acrtract with.
adobe house; barn, fences,
friut trees and other improvements at
Chamita, New Mexico, $3,000 cash.
Address, Andres
Herrera, Chamita,
e

eight-roo-

N. M.

Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-ng all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to V. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

fs

fiw

C. CLOSSON, Agt
CHAS.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 9.
:- -:

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted anc repaired. N
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
n4 rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrite.'
guar
mteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex.
change. Phone 231.

NEW MEXICO

RETAIL
MERCHANTS'

ASSOCIATION

in mind.

The Studebaker Corporation

x

FOR SALE Lot of smudge pots
and oil. Address Geo. M. Kinsell.

MEETING

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

May 6th to 9th, 1912
Round Trip Rate from

SANTA FE, N. M.,

$4.60

Dates of Sale, May 6th to 9th.
Return Limit, May 10th,

H. S. LUTZ,

Agt.,

1912.

Santa Fe,N.M.
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What

is the difference between
honest farmer and a thief?

an

I The Home of Quality Groceries
OF THE

A GREAT

ACHIEVEMENT

Mention the Farmer

By Discovering the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.

We want all Farmers to know

Don't put off your spring

That We Want

Tomatoes,

THEIR

CHOICE

FAT

STOCK,

Hides and Tallow,

Rhubarb,

Spinach,

For Which We Pay
The Market Price In Cash.

Radishes,

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,

;

Phone 9 2.

Parsnips,

Carrots.

j

Estancia Eggs, - 25c. Doz.
Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

y

We Dislike To

But You Will Benefit More, Personally,

Green Onions,

Jaramillo.
Latest Styles in made to measure
garments for women. Inspect them at
the W. H. Goebel Co.
Probate Court Meets The probate
court opened a one-dasession this
morning at the county court house
with Probate Judge Canuto Alarid on
the bench.
Eye protectors, eyeshades, eye
baths and other helps for sensitive
eyes in Zook's Sundry Department.
Suit to Collect Debt A suit was filed
this morning in the district court by
E. P. Davies
and A. B. Renehan
against Mrs. Lillian Kennedy to collect $150 alleged to be due for profes-

THE MAN'S PRAYER.
When all is still within these walls
And Thy sweet sleep through darkness
falls
On little hearts that trust in me,
However bitter toil may be,
One mis tne soil, the other soils the For length of days, O Lord! on Thee
My spirit calls.
till!
Their daily need by day enthralls
My hand and brain, but when night
falls
And leaves the questioning spirit free
To brood upon the days to be,
With Such a Disreputable
For time and strength, O Lord! on
Thee
Character, But The FARMER SHINES
My spirit calls.
in Comparison!
T. A. Daly, in Catholic Standard and
Times.

WAS

'

you as good as new and can furnish
TESTIMONIALS from patrons who
have tried our work and arc delighted.
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT, from five
to ten cents a pound for NAVAJO
X BLANKETS.
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
X
Suit on Note Filed A suit to recovX er $44.50 alleged to be due on a note
was filed this morning in the district
court by A. M. Bergere against Reyes

XXXXXXXXXXXK

North Pole

Asparagus,

Denver, Colo., May 6. New
Mexico tonight fair; cooler in
north portion with local frost
Tuesday, increasing cloudiness.

V
X
X

houseclean-Ing- .

Have it over before the warm, bright
days are here to lure the housewife
away from tiresome household duties
to the pleasures of "The good old

summertime,"
SEND

YOUR CURTAINS,
RUGS,
BLANKETS, AND EVERYTHING in that line that you wish
cleaned or renovated to the SANTA
FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY AND LET
US RELIEVE YOU OF THE HEAVIEST WORK OF HOUS EC LEANING.
WE GUARANTEE to return them to
NAVAJO

DOLLARS AND SENSE

Phone 4.
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It isn't so much a
matter of money the
securingof artistichome
interiors;

S . SPIT,

L

pyjjlj

I

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUAT"2RS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAV: YOl X WATCH
.CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

A

ery

y.

t

to-Ja-y.

" Time
I

'MP?

1

sense.
THE MAXWELL

PORTFOLIO

ofharmoniouscolorconv
binations f orevery room
in the house so proves

j

that.

We want you to see
the Maxwell line of
f1
Spring Papers.
wide
a
It comprises
range of patterns and prices.
A rich assortment of colors in the new artistic effects.
The Portifolio will help you to a choice.

Watches
and
Clocks.

oil or c!:a. in 7 longer than
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-d'l-

If you will consider that the rim of
Ihe balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
once a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

if

E

As it is the exercise
of good taste and color

!!iLJ!ll Inn

Pieces That Are

j

1

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

Reliable."

MAY 6, 1912.

MONDAY,

IIP.?

XJtXSSSXSSSXS'Jk
WEATHER FORECAST.

THE DISCOVERY

Strawberries,

IDE DAILY ROUND

M.

sional services' rendered.
Be With the Crowd at the Ten Cent
Store, 249 West San Francisco St.
The best shoes from the very best
manufacturers sold by the best shoe
man in town, covers about all that the
ordinary person need ask for in the
shoe line. With all these guarantees
to fall back on you can't go wrong in
buying your shoes at John Pflueger's.
Don't fail to read his ad. on page 3.
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
Laundry brought Into the office will
be redeemed at 10c doz.
Don't miss getting a bottle of
Zook's Benzoin Witch Hazel and Almond Cream, elegant for sunburns
and chapped hands.
Entertained Penitentiary Prisoners
The New Mexico University Entertainers yesterday afternoon sang for
the convicts at the state penitentiary,
before leaving on their special' car
enfor Albuquerque.
The convicts
joyed the entertainment of two hours'
immensely.
Johnston's candies in boxes, fresh
today. McDonald's bulk candies, just
received. At Zook's Pharmacy.
Enjoy the Schubert Program En-- j
Club
joy the Schubert's Symphony
and Ladies' Quartette program, next
Wednesday evening at the Elks' thea-- ;
tre. This company has been on the
road twenty years and is one of the
very best of its class. Topular prices,
cents and one
fifty cents, seventy-fiv- e
dollar.
Ride In E. M. F. car and be sure to
get. back.
Schubert's
Club Re- Symphony
served seat sale for the Schubert's
Symphony Club and Ladies' Quartette
which opened this morning at Fisch-- !
er's drug store has exceeded expecta-- j
tions. Those wishing j,o enjoy this
high grade attraction are advised to
secure seats at once. Over half of
the seats were sold yesterday which
is a record sale for the local theatre.
Warm Weather is coming. Cooking
by electricity is cheaper than coaL
Sparks can prove it. See him.
Keeping the Town Orderly The Lopez city administration is keeping the
streets clear of drunks.
The city
marshal arrested Matt Matson, Otto

Ruhassalml, Matias Ortiz and Adolfo
Padilla for drunkenness and they
weie fined today ny Police Magistrate
Lead and Spelter.
Jose Maria Garcia, two paying their
St. Louis, Mo., May 6. Lead marfines and costs and the other two
410; Spelter quiet
working out their fines on the streets. ket steady 4.07
Come One, Come All, we will open 6.80 (7:00.
Grain and Provisions.
.
a keg of 8d nails, tomorrow at

MAKKETKEPORT
2

GOE-BELS-

Chicago, 111., May 6. Wheat May,
July, 114
Corn May, 79
July 66
Oats May, 57; July. 52
Pork May, 19.05.
Lard May, 10.S7
Ribs May, 10.22
Wool.
St Louis, Mo., May 6 Wr'
Territory and western mediums, $G
18; fine mediums, 1517; fine. 10
117

Stolen in Roswell Post Office Fourteen letters containing checks were
stolen out of a post office box at Roswell.
MOTHER'S

PROCLAMATION.

DAY

(Continued from page one.)

--

the gauge observer.

The sheet shows
the hist thirty days a remarkable
rise and fall in the river discharge.
The lowest recorded was at midnight
in

15.

of April 23, having a height of ' 3.3.
Last Saturday when the sheet was removed the record indicated 7.1, or a
rise in the last ten days of 3.8. This
difference in elevation considering the
width of the river at that place means
an exceptionally
large amount of
water coming down. The record
from now on will be considerably
higher during the next month.
Mining Company Incorporates.
Articles of incorporation were this
morning filed with the state corporation commission by the Trinidad Mil
ling and Mining Company of Red River, Taos County. A general mining
business is the object of the incorporators. The capital is given as $3,000
divided
into
seventy-fiv- e
shares
worth $40 each at par. Two thousand
dollars has been already subscribed
and on this sum. the company will begin business. The names of the incorporators all of whom live in Trinidad,
Colorado and the amount of stock subC. F. Wilscribed by each follows:
son, ten shares; W. F. Dreher, three
shares; P. E. Wilson, eight shares; J.
W. Benton, eight shares; W. F. Fleck- steiner, ten shares; A. J. Sanders,
two shares; F. C. Nelson, one share;
J O. Douglas, six 'hares; J. W.
one share; Robert Reynolds,
one share. F. W. Reed is designated
,j
statuary agent.
Prisoners From Eddy County,
Sheriff M. C, Stewart, of Eddy
county, arrived here today with seven
prisoners for the penitentiary. They
are a man named Wallace, convicted
of stealing a bicycle; a man named
Mendoza, convicted of larceny; Cabell
Crawford, convicted of kidnaping and
seduction; Francisco Dominguez, convicted of assault; Crescilio Vala, con.
"victed on a similar charge; J. A. Jackson, convicted of larceny.
You will never go wrong in letting
your job printing come to the New
Mexican
Company. Its fain the State.
cilities are unequaled

Chicago.
Chicago, 111., May 6. Cattle- - Receipts, 26,000. Market steady to loc
lower.
TVxas
Beeves, $6.009.00;
'

western stetis,
steers, $5.407.30;
$5.75(57.65; stockers and
feeders,
$4.256.75; cows and heifers, $2.80
7.60 calves, $5.5$'g'8.50.
40,000.
Hogs Receipts,
slow.
Light, $7.157.62

Market
mixed,

$7.207.75; heavy, $7.207.75; 'o.igh
$7.207.75; rough, $7.207.45; pigs,
$4.756.S5; bulk of sale, $7.507.70.
24 000.
Market
Sheep Receipts.
slow, weak to 15c lower. Native,
$5.25 8.25;
western,
$d.OO3.10;
yearlings,' $6.409.00; lambs, native,
$6.40 975; western, $6.40 10.25.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., May 6. Cattle '
Receipts, 7,000, including 600 southerns Market steady. Native steers,
?6.50?r8.75; southern steers, $5.75
8.25; southern cows and heifers, $4.25
6.20; stockers and feeders, $5.00
7.15; bulls, $4.756.75; calves $5.00
western steers, $6.008.40;
8.25;
western cows, $4.506.50.
6.000.
Market
Hogs Receipts,
steady. Bulk of sales, $7.45'7.65;
heavy, $7.60 7.70; packers and butchers. $7.507.65; lights, $7.30; pigs,
$5.756.50.
5,000.
Sheep Receipts,
Market,
10c lower.
Muttons,
$4.507.25r
lambs, $7.50(59.75; fed wethers and
fed
ewes,
yearlings,
$5.008.25;
$7.30S; Texas goats, $4.254.50.
Butter.
Elgin, 111., May 6. The quotation
committee of the Elgin Board this aft
ernoon declared butter irm at 30c.

H.CHESTER S PILLS
1 hi--

jfiAJUo.ir

isitAnjl.
Lad) cm! AaL your Uruieslnt for j
inumoiid Urn rid
lied and iinld metalliA
rills insealed
with Blue Ribbon.
l'xes,
Take no thfr. Rnv a? rm.m
lruVtrlKt. A&tc for 11 M;l
A

Cut Flowers for All Occasions
AT THE

Clarendon 6arden
Down Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

ALE

OUR
ale to Continue

Our

115

!
Longer
Pays

The time was too short to show you all our
bargains we had for you.
Our immense stock and the busy days dur- ing the sale made it impossible for us to
show you in so short a time what we could do on price mak
ing. On Jthis account we are going to extend our sale to

S Ladies' Summer Vests at 6c.
Very few HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX SUITS left,
so you had better not fail to take ad- - (til

The !5th of May

j

2

See our window display of the biggest assortment of Children's Dresses in the city at very low prices.
PETTICOATS.
$2.50 Foster Silk at
"
" "
2.00

Others

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

icoMnt

The following prices for the next

SILK PETTICOATS.
$1.89
1.49

$1.75, $1.50, $.125, $ .99

$15.00,
12.50,
8.50,

at
at
at

K K

JlltJotj)

vantage of buying the very best for

0n

coa.s
15

days:

LADIES' WAISTS.

.

$10.99
8.44

.

5.15

$3.00 Persian Lawn, at
"
"
"
2.50

.

.

.
.

.
.
20 Per Cent Discount on Tailor Waists.

$2.49
1.89

20c. AND 25c. MEN'S LINEN COLLARS AT 5 CENTS EACH

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

.5-

-
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years known is Best, Safest, Always Reliant
SOLD BV IJRilfiQlSTS FVERYWHERE

SALMON

